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~ Students

refute anti-Senietic
-illegations at rally this \Veek

' ~ M. Dennis
_ Sla,1 Wnter
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light
are-i"in."' 10 W.~'illiruul1!LP.1&1
Rid1an!Cohcn\ ",uckcrs."
~'!'of r..c"m" and "chump,
nr" ilhcl, of the I loward
i ,tudcnt bcxh
)Cll)ad-)cat llnw.ud Um,crsil>
IIWCIII anJ Unit\ N.ttion rcpre•
\lll1ki'.uluSfwh:rtzlc'tlwha1
an c111<rgcnc) mc:cting' of
1 ,1u<len1, 10 denounce
mJ <kknd ,tudenl rights to
of '{'CCCh Almo,1 50 stuattn p1cndux.-c.
Tu:rolk:1,..: c:,mpu, ha, ah,a),
gruoo ~r ll\'1.-Jom o[ speech
C<J'.':-'.'ion of new idea,."
wt! \\l-<lnesdt) night .u the
J Bbckburn Center Black:,rm. "But thi, lr,·cdom is
l!mlcne<I ll) members of the
Cohen. and Zioni,t, who
~ ,:d our expre,-_,ion of the
, '{'C,x:h "
trulh, :IC\.'t1rdin~ to Shahan.
!lll1C a," hen he'i.'ti ,1 -,c,,ion
.utswcr di.1k1gu.: with an
f«SCOl 1<1 hear a l,J>C<'(;h I'}
l<bm rcprcscnc1t1v1: Kha Ii J
M:ibammad. In th:ti sc,..,ioc
~'titoqucs.tionsabout
:ittnJl, on<l "" n, ,\meric-.i ·,
cicdia and ~'O\crnmem in,1i1un:sowxltngscn:.un,of"'The
t:111 and response'"" the
:m Cohen and other white
ilh the student:; that night,
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bcc:uL.;c; it \\,l,ri't ju.--1 m~ saying it, btn
the students as well." Shah.v.1 said.
"I think it really scared them to think
we finally might be ready 10 stand up
and claim our positions in the fore
front of this sociCt):"
I loward Univcr.it) Student A'-"->ciation President Terri Wade also
p;trticipatcd in the rnlly which drew
s,.-.,:rol members of the mc-dia includ•
i~g the Po,1, the CBS news-maga•
nnc "l:)e 10 Eye with Connie
Cliung" and WRC-TY. Channel -I
But \\~de stres...cd the foct that th<:
media was unimportant and almost
countcr-pmducli,,: 10 the liberation
of ,\Jrican Americans.
"I'm not here to addres.qll of the
non..cnsc that ha., been put in the
nC\,s about u.-;," \¼de said. "\\'e haw
the right lo sa}; think and do anything
that will liberate our p.,-oplc. And I
think\,ca.rcintelligentcnoughtonot .__ _ _ _ _ __
10 have to depend on ouL,idcrs 10 tell
us what "e should say or who our Unity Nation representative Malik
leaders should be."
speakers at the meeting.
W,1de shared e.,ccrpL, of letters,
from I lm,ard Univcr.ily via C-SPAN.
some anon}ntou, and some not. from '\btJ should he ashamed, not proud."
student leaders at area universities th.1t
But according 10 \¼de. Pittin,ky
n:fcrr,'tl to her ,ts a "demagogue... "a and anyone else who seek., 10 curtail
pi,'CC ol sh-'' ,tnd "hateful." In one her treedom of ,pccch and fn...:dom 10
lct1cr to \\ ,tdc. ,\mencan Uni,,·rsity support ,, leader or ,pc.1ker nl he,
Stud.. nt B<'xl> PrC><uknt Mauh,-., Pu- choice should kcl ,t,l\.lmed
ltn,ky wrote.
"1lu, is h,11e. n1is is hateful
I "a., wry disappointed to hear rhetoric. Hlis is ignorance and big)\JU speak in support of Khalid Abdul
otry." \\\Ide dcclnn:d in respon...c 10 the
Muhammad during hb recent visit to lcuer. she recci,.:d. "But we don't
l lm,-:ud Uni,..:rsity. I wa.s amazed al need to concern ourseh.:~ \\ith whm
the spectacle of p,,cudo-intellcctual. people '3), hecau...c the) arc going 10
anti-semitic. and downright hateful say it anyw·d)'. Ho,,evcr. we do need to
rhetoric that was publicly broodcaM dcfcndour.ch-es.unitca.,:1pcoplcand
call out those, both black and white,
"ho ha,c so boldly repudiated our
lc-..dcr, ,ind make them apnlog~"
Pinin,ky ha.~ not responded to Tu
I IILLTOI'\ reqw,t, li-1r an intcn ic\\
t
Obi Egbunaofthc Pan-African Student Youth MO\.:mcnt attempted 10
redirect the anti-scmetic label placed
on Muhammad and Shabazz by ques•
tioning 1ho,c who call themscl\'es
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STAURANTS AND GOVERNMENT
UILDINGS: Smokers are fuming over
blic sentiment and private businesses
at leave without a place to light up.
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Traffic routes. walking paths and classes were
interrupted earlier this week after a chemical leak
occurcd near the Thirkield llall Chemistry
Building on the Howard Univcrsi1y main cam•
pus. A 160-pound cylinder of hydrogen sulfide
(11,S) was cracked while being handled. causing its contents 10 leak.
Officiab say the leak occurred outside the
chemistry building around 9:00 a.m. D.C. pre
and police departments arrived at noon and
blocked off most ol College Street bet\\ een
Fourth and Sixth Streets. a., well as some parts
of The "Valley," in order 10 handle the leak. The
Ernest Everett Just lfall (Biolog}-Zoology) and
the Chemistry building were also quickly evacuated.
According 10 Jesse Nicholson. chairman of
the department of chemistry. a Uniwrsil y stock
room employee was handling the cylinder when
the leak occurred.
li
"Someone tried to take the gauge off and.
being overzcalou,. put too much pressure and
cracked the cylinder." Nicholson said.
Fire and rescue teams had to block off areas of the campus to handle the leak from the
The stock person then called a safety officer hydrogen sulfide. Workers had·to don protective clothing to pour water on the spill.
who. in turn. called the D.C. fire department,
Nicholson said.
The 1hrce-tee1-1all cylinder was old, Nicholson said. "It contained a couple of liters of the
chemical," he said. ·•t don't know how much
pressure was in there."
Nicholson added that the biggest threat from
h,drogcn sulfide comes from its odor, which
smells like rouen eggs. However it could become
ha,mrdous if the compound is not contained or
di.spcrscd by water. In addition. hydrogen sulfide
is potentially to~ic, corrosive and flammable.
Fire department and emergency workers
donned protective suits. gloves and goggles lo
handle the chemical leak. The cylinder was
taken to the College Street just in front of the
chemistry building parking lot. At different
intervals throughout the day water was then
poured onto the leaking chemical to disperse the
vapors.
While there were no officia l reports of illness
in the area at HILLfOP press time. there were
some sketchy reports of students in the area feel•
ing nauseous after being in the vicinity of the
leak.
The Fire department workers were able to
safely contain the leak by working through most
of the day on Tuesday and Wednesday.
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One game. Thal is how far the
Howard University women's basketball team was from making
their first appearance in the Nation•
al Collegiate Athletic Association
women\ tournament in more than
a decade.
However, the Lady Aggies of
North Carolina .A&T made it so
that the Lady Bison would ha, e to
wail at least one more year for an
invitation 10 the "Big Dance." Sunday. the Lady Aggies dropp.:d the
Lady Bison 76-67 in the ch;impionship game of the 1994 Mid~ Eastern Athletic Conference
" women's tournament at Baltimore
li Arena.
With the loss, Lady Bison ended
their season with an overall record
of 15-14, 13-6.
Zulu Shabazz was one of the
"As far as the season is concerned.
I'm satisfied with the way
semites.
we
finished,"
said Head Coach
"The only thing scmetic about
Cohen, Israel and the Anti-Defama- Sany;i 'Tyler. "Now. the returning
tion League is the Palestinian blood player, will have 10 take what they
thcv h,1vc left on their h.ind<' Egbuna learned from this e~pcriencc and
,aid. "ln,-sc pc<lplc arc nfllhing but go into next sclson ready to play."
Zionists in disguise. Bui we can't ju.st
Among those returning ne~t ,ca•
talk about what the enemy is doing to son is freshman Deniquc Graves.
us; ,w have to take responsibility and The center. who was named 10 the
strike back."
All-Tournament team along with
Wade, who drew criticism at
senior
forward i\nncttc I .cc, scored
Muhammad\ ,pccch for pledging
16
points
and collected 12
S500 of student,· activities fees 10 the
rebounds
in
Sunday's
game.
controversial speaker, echoed
...,ncrc\ no queMion about
Egbuna ·s comment, and took full
Dcnique's 1alen1:· Tyler said. "Not
responsibility for her ac1ions.
"Thal money didn't .:ome from only is this young lady is extreme•
any government funding. It came I) talented. but she has a good
directly from your(thc studcnt\Jacth• he d for the 1: me "
it) h·s." W,rk tlmillcd \~Id"
. mo L,<! nd i,oim ~uarJ
have the authorits as student gowrn- Dorothy Williams. along with Tora
mc111 pr~~idem, 10 use those Ices a.s I Gray and Lowana Ruth, played
deem appropriate. I made the decision
their final game in a Lady Bison
and would do ii all m.:r again."
uniform. Lee lead the team in scor-

ing with 20 points and 14
rebounds. Williams had se,cn
points and seven rchounds on the
day.
After taking a five point 32-27
lead into the locker room at half
time, the Lady Bison let their slim
lead slip away in the second half,
giving the Lady Aggies the oppor•
tunity lo take the lead. According
to 'Tyler. the Lady Bison did not
take advantage of several things
that \\\lUld have kepi them ahead of
North Carolina A&T
''I was not comfortahle with what
wa.~ going on," said Tyler. "We let
them [the Lady Aggies] hang
around. and before long they were
knocking on the door."
lylcr •,aid that simply by mak•
ing it to the championship game,
her younger players now have a
taMe for wha1 it is like 10 be in that
type of game.
"faen though \\e did well, r
know that we' II have 10 do a better
job next season."
Graves, Lee and Williams all
ended the season with scoring
averages in double figures. Graves
a, cragcd 15 points ,tnd nine
rebounds a game. \\ hilc Lee.
whose average of I 9.9 points a
game lead the team. also collected
nine rebounds a game. William,
finished her collegiate career aver•
aging 14.:? points and 3.2 assists
per night.
According to Tyler. the 191/495 Lad) Bison squad will l>c a
totally different ball club.
"Just getting to the cham1
onship will not be good n,>u
\\, ha, a lot of \\or!,;, to tlo, ~nd
hopefully this experience \\ill be
the springboard that we needed 10
head in the right direction."

Hilltop Staff Writer
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By Monica M. Lewis
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Shiloh Stevens

NEW HEADS OF CAMPUS
PUBLICATIONS
SELECTED: Meet the 19941995 BISON and HILLTOP
Editors in Chief and learn
their plans for next year.
CMfPUS PLUS, A3
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NC A & T defeats Lady
Bison in MEAC final

Chemical spill on campus disrupts daily flow
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"Young single black men can either
• •
•
represent a poSitive
progressive
force, or one that just continues to
react to crisis after crisis."
--Haki R. Madhubuti
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UGSA luncheon honorees exemplify black excellence
to go back because it's important
10 soak up as much informution
rnd knowledge and experiences
as possib le before going out into
this world."
Leng was honored along with
six o thers by the Howard
University Undergraduate Student
Assembly at i1s annua l black
achievers awards luncheon last
Sunday.
According 10 program
organizers, the honorees were
! saluted for their contributions to
~ the
African-American
~ community.
·•we like to think of this event
as our hallmark program for
! UGSA, whose tradition of
li inspiration and enlightenment we
~ hope 10 continue,'· UGSA
:gQ. Financial Advisor Omar Karim
said.
Award-winning actress/dancer
Frances Cress Welsing was one
Victoria Rowell was another
was my life. I never thought about honore~ who continued the
winning any awards; Ijust wanted progmm's tradition of excellence.
10 make something out of my,clf." She attributed her success to her
Though Long admilled she faith in God and her po,itivc
never finhhcd college. she su-cssed outlook on life.
the importance of a college
"It is important to me to be
education to a group of Howard independently successful as a
University students, alumni and performer," Rowell said. "But it's
friends that gathered for the
more important tp me to be
luncheon.
successful a5 a person."
.. I did about a year and a half a1
Rowell current plays Drucilla
Santa Monica Community College Barber Winters on the day-time
in California," Long said. "I plan

J

Local psychiatrist and author
BY. Derricke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Writer
When actress Nia Long starred
in the dramatic film ·'Boyz in the
Hood." she never dreamed she
would one day be considered a
black achiever.
"I was born in the hood. There
were crack addicts, shootings,
babies having babies and murders
happening right around 1he corner
from my house," Long said. "This

After being nearly a decade out of
commission. Howard Uni"ersity's chapter of
the National Tuchnical Association is now
offering students ample opportuni ties in the
fields of science and technology.
The NTA gives students a forum to
network with professionals in a variety of
technical fields. The organization also offers
scholarships and helps students prepare for
futures in technology.
The association was created in 1926
especially to address mi nority concerns in the
sciences. According to National Studem
Director Quelina Jordon, NTA is the minority
voice for those in technical areas, and a
special emphasis is placed on black studenLS.
Jordan said that when society's interests
shi fted from science to engineering. the
University chapter's interests followed su il,
but the organization became inactive as a
result.
"In the eighties, there was a big push to
get minorities to go into cn~i necring as
oppo:;ed to biology. chcmist.ry and geology
and other sciences." Jordon said.
She added that the uim has now been
refocused and NTA i, trying to attract students
from the areas of math, science, engineering
and technology.
The NTA is based in the District of
Columbia and has a special li nk 10 the
University because seveml presidents of the
national organi,.ation have been teachers or
deans at Howard.
Jordon said the NTA is distinguishable
from other organization, because it is
comprised of corporate. professional and
student members.
"When a person joins the NTA. they are
given a directory of profossionals in the area
and they have social and professional
activities which give them a chance to
network and receive some guidance," Jordon
said.
llle ,mnual national conference gives

students the opportunity to mix with industry
professionals such as Lisa Shoats, a systems
engineer at General Electric Aerospace:
Linda Williams. an advanced chemist at the
3M Company; and Henry Ledbetteran.
electrical engineer at Westinghouse Electrical
Corporation.
Aside from networking. studenLs arc given
the opportunity to learn important skills that
will prepare them for the science industry.
Through NTA publications diwibutcd to
all members. important scientific news.
information and job openings are publicized.
TI1e journal also publishes critiques of
graduate students• abwacts.
Al the National Technical Symposium,
students can attend career seminars to obtain
advice and counseling from technical
professionals. '[llrough the symposium, they
also get the opportur.ity to build a student
technical network among science scholars.
The NTA holds a national ll:chnical Career
Opportunity Fair, in which representauves
from
government
agencies.
colleges/universities and technological
corporauons come to interview students for
positions. Students who participate receive ,m
employer handbook. and the interviews help
;,tudents 10 determine whether their education
matches 1hcir employment needs.
The NTA scholarship program annually
awards science students and research
scholars. The scholarship awards range from
$500 10 $5,000 for students at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities who ha"e
011ts111nding technical papers.
The NTA will hold Jts 66th annual national
conference in Washington. D.C., at the Omni
Shoreham Hotel from July 20-23. The
conference includes empowerment seminars
and workshops; public forums; educational
videos: and special programs for technical
studenL~. professionals and executives.
N"fA membership is $10 for students. For
more inform.ntion, contact Quelinu Jordon at
(202) 232-8199.

BY. Traci N. James

Hilltop Staff Wnter

Sophomore Joseph Spence's is taking
a class for the third time. Unlike other
students who repeat courses, Spence, an
electrical engineering and physics major.
did not fail this class. In fact. he said he
learned a lot and encourage, other
students to take and n:peat the cla,s as
many times as possible.
The Proper Education of the Black
Student is a nine week course designed
10 produce students who not only want 10
achieve academically. bu1 also want 10
ser\'c the African-American community.
according 10 course facilitator Michael
3X.
Although the clas, is not officially
recognized by Howard University. more
than 30 Howard Mu dents crowded into a
classroom in 1he School of Business
Tuesday night to ge1 ··a proper education"
Michael 3X, who designed the course
curriculum. ,aid he hopes the Uniwr,ity
will c\entually incorporate the clru., into
it, official curriculum.
··we want to make students aware of
the course and involve as many faculty
members and administrators as possible.
As awareness expands, more people will
begin to recognize the need for a course
like this," he said.
Michael 3X said he de,-eloped the
course to complement-not contradictthe normal academic environment. One
of the main goals outlined in the coun,e
syllabus is to nurture and cultivate the
be;i of student interests, talents, and ideas
into tangible achievements.
In the next seven weeks, the course will
offer a define "true education", as well as
the nature and the purpose of man. The
topics of self-improvement through
healthy
living. interpersonal
relationships, and community service
will also be discussed in an attempt 10

Unity conference addresses community problems
BY. Tasnine E. Hunter

Hilltop Staff Writer

Peace, solidarity, cooperation, good fortune
and past reflection were the clements Howard
Universi ty student Kortne Long had in mind
when organizing the "U nity or Bust"
conference held last Saturday in the Armour
J. Blackburn University Center.
And it seems as though her intentions came
to pass.
Long, a 22-year-old junior majoring in
psychology and minoring in Afro-American
Studies, was inspired to put the conference in
motion after she and three other students
visited Department of Education Professor
Jean White 10 1alk about issues of concern:
The conversation with White helped Long
realize the wealth of knowledge and insight
10 be gained from an cider. Because of her
experience, she thought other studenL\ would
like a chance to speak with some instructors
in a casual environment about the issues that
affect them.
'The point of involving faculty was to
benefit from the knowledge of what they
went through and relate i1 to what we're going
through now," Long said. "I have had positive
experiences with teachers both in and out of
class, and I wanted 10 gi \'C other students a

chance 10 experience the same thing."
White; Robert Cummings. chairperson of
the Department of African Studies; and
Melbourne Cummings, chairperson of the
Department of Human Communications,
were on hand to prov ide guidance for
approximately 50 serious-mi nded students.
" I asked students which teachers they felt
comfortable talking to and those whom they
thought W'dllted 10 participate in their li\'CS
ouLside of the classroom," Long said. " I also
wanted faculty who wouldn't make students
feel like they were being preached to."
White said Howard University students are
the "cream of the crop" and important
resources for influencing young people.
Robert Cummings said it is important for
students to reach back into the community
and act as mentors for youth who would
otherwise fall prey to ycuth violence. "It is our
duty to go back to the community," he said
·1nc question of violence can be rc.spondcd
to if we act before it happens. We must
participate in the reduction oflhat violence."
During the conference, students were
divided into groups of four, in which they
discussed topics mnging from violence to
male-female relationships. Instructors moved
from group to group to monitor and il%ist the
students in their discussions.

that is fueling a war to control our
feelings and our thoughts. But
when you, my Howard brothers
and sil.ters, honor me. I know I'm
doing right by myself and by you ."
Broadcast House l,ive
Production Executive Saundra
Butler Jones, Washington Post
columnist Courtland M illoy,
Howard
Divinity
School
Professor Cain Hope Felder and
local psychi:urist and author
Frances Cn:s, Welsing were also
honored at the luncheon.
UGSA Coordinator Kanika

Magee said the honorm ~ere
ver~ worthy of their Utlesa,b!t,
acluevcrs.
"We wanted to highlightthci
oubtanding African-Amtt,
men und women who li
significa~tly contributed to,
community and dedi.a••
th~mse.!ves to ex~ellcncc.•1411~
said. These rnd1nduah ·.,
manifestations of the foathi~
people are filled v.nh 1
forms of expression that~~
conta ined."

Local boxing manager Rock Newman addressed the contrown
Washington Post commentary "A Nasty Night at Howard.'

Students take extracurricular
course in 'proper education

Association looks to enhance
minority scientific opportunities
BY. Elaine L Myada
Hilltop Staff Wnter

soap opera "TI1c Young and the
ReMless," for which she earned an
Image Award from the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. She also star,
in the CBS series "Diagnosis
Murder" as Amanda Bently.
"After all is said and done, l
would say striving for excellence
has gotten me to where I am
today," Rowell said. "I can deal
with the disappoimments and
rigol'li of an acting career because
my flesh will eventually heal, bu1
a broken spiri t is irreparable."
Local boxing manager Rock
Newman thanked the audience and
members of UGS1\ for honoring
him because he said it was their
approval that makes the difference
in his life.
"It's your support. approval and
validation that I seek, need and
care about,'' said Newman, as he
addressed the audience. "Who
needs The Washington Post when
I have you."
Newman. who manages former
heavyweight champion Riddick
Bowe. deviated from his
acceptance remarks 10 comment
on a commentary that appeared
last week in The Washington PoM
titled "'A Nasty Night at Howard."
"'This is a war we have going
on people," Newman warned. ·•we
are pawns in this whole system

At the end of the 45-minutc discussion
period, each group announced their
suggestions for ending violcnoc among youth.
They agreed with two of 1hc professor,
arguments Ihm there is a need for more student
involvement in University outreach programs
and for more volunteering at community
centers. One group suggested that volunteer
service in University community outreach
programs be made a prerequisite to
graduation
Howard University Student Association
President Terri Wade, who attended the
conference, said about 83 percent of the
student body voted for a community service
requirement, but they must continue to push
to get the mandate implemented.
Despite having 10 wrestle with the grim
topic of violence, students left the conference
feeling upbeat.
Although tl1e conference echoed what some
had heard before, students ,vere glad they
came. Many suggested that an annual
conference be held because of the growing
epidemic of youth violence. However, despite
high statistics of communi ty violence,
students hoped that people would be serious
about implementing change this time.

produce well-rounded. fully <le\'eloped
student;,. the fad litator explained.
lbere are no examinations gi\'en
during the course. According to Michael
3X, real tests arc alw-.iy, in life. A person\
ability to demonstrate knowledge
successfully is tested in the world"s
classroom.
Students will not receive grades for the

"A lot of times you go to
programs about selfde ve lopment and the y
are very inspirational,
but what happe ns when
youleaveis thatyou
don't follow through ..."
-- Joseph Spe nce

Michael 3X doe, no1 profc>11l •
a monopoly on know ledge
therefore. chooses not to lc,llft •
class. In,tead he facilitate, di,
between the student,. M1cb!
discourages criticism of othetltm'
opinions
"In this class. there is no prctr.i:
or path. I welcome 1he sharmi cf e
·· he said.
~
Tomara X, a sophomore m,
chemical engineering. ,aid LJU1 l
class has helped her de\c
h
y
framework for the type of
hope, to becom.:
;
1
'T\-e really bonded w11h peOf
I
ch1ss. I want to make a conoe..w
more people in order to get ~ 0
focus on scf\ ong the commurul) i p
JUSt getting a Job. I think asa~r o
need to get ovc:r that," she S.!ld.
Spence said the cour,e taup,t ti
proce,, of making thin~, a.
happen
"A lot of time, you go to
11
about ,elf-de,elopmcnt .indtho:\IR 01
inspm,tionul, but what hap~
re
}OU lc;1ve I\ that )'OU don"t follo~
j
lllis class e,tabli,hed something
me that continues 10 inspire er I th
class is over with. "he \aid
cc

l

",,

course etther, but feedback and
recommendation, will be gl\en 10
increase the student,· development
"r belie\'e if student, t.ike their own
de,elopment ,eriously by partlcipaung in
this learning process, they will dc\'elop
tremendously spiritually. academically
and personally( he said.

l;

School of Education
professors honored
for their dedication
BY, Melissa E. James
Hil ltop Staff Writer
Las t Friday. the School of
Education spent most of the day
honoring four of its professors
who have collectively served in
their positions at Howard
University for nearly 84 year\.
"We started planning Dec I
1\vo of the professors were already
retired from Howa rd . and two
were going 10 retire this year,"
,aid Faustine Jones-Wilson,
cha irperson of the Retirement
Planning Committee
The four honoree, were Nancy
Arne1;. Mauderie Saunder,, Adele
McQueen and Ouida Wesney.
According to Jones-Wilson. the
School of Education has ,1 h1Story
of honoring its retirees.
The day started with a lecture
and ended with a luncheon.
"It was a beautiful day. It was
well attended by 1he students, staff
and faculty. There were 260 at the
luncheon," Jones-Wilson said.
Saunders has been at Howard
for 21 years. She came to the
University after teaching a1
predominantly whi te ~chools. She
wanted 10 teach at a well-known
African-American university wi th
a
history
of
facili t ating
accomp lished people.
" I 've enjoyed my tenure here.
It put the icing on the top of the
cake of my career. I like the
students lat Howard! the most.
.._

JO
or

~fas

C',

pl
cd

..,

I've taught graduate studcnt<.I he
grown very close to s1udcn11. 11re
ID
students have grown fond of mt
would have to say that studrn11s 1u
eager 10 succeed at Ho"ar!ed
Saunder, said.
11
Saunders said she has 1au1it11s
array of subjects, ,nclud
special education, educau
psycholoj;y and the di,1gno•11
evolution of special children
degrees arc in special educa
and psychology.
For 23 years, McQucen ha1
serving the Univer,ity comm
through her work with the Sc
of
Education',
pre-,c
program
" I have enjoyed work1nf •
parents and the little children I
also enjoyed working •
students to be good teacher• ~
I retire , I plan to do part·
teaching at Howard , and It s
plan to do some consultant "er, ,
McQueen said. " I don't plan 1,
down. f'm writing a book. and,
also be taking violin Jesso ~
Saunders said.
J
For the planning commi s
1he day went very wel l.
. ~
"We'd I the planning commit' 0
like to thank everyone fort b
cooperation and thank the I•·
for their presence. These, ~
retirees] are very accompli1!t 1
productive educators. ThC) 1 ~
role models for our youth." lo:<
Wi lson s,1id.
Ji

i
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HILLTOP legacy continues with selection
: of editor in chief and business manager

·an
ivc ~ Traci N. James
lhc · IOP Staff Writers
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l'nlike her predecessors. The
tLTOP\ ncxl editor in chic[
ill Bruner never dreamed or
,Jming 1hc position when she
•,1 iu1ncd. the paper as a
~IJnc.:r "rner.
:\\hen I started writing for The
LTOP. I \\a, just. happv 10 be
ting for the nauon, largest
,l paper. I never even
i,cd becoming lhe editor in
r: ,he ,aid.
Sin,~ the age or seven, Bruner
11, \\an1cd 10 the first black
· n a,1ronaut. But her galactic
tr plan, were ,haltered with
"Pl<"ion or the Space Shull le
amhia in I986.
Bruner turned 10 her first 1ruc
- w riling. Al 12, she
rkeJ on .1 nc\\ career as a
1r tor her school paper and
ron,idcrcd herself a journalisl
rsmcc
Bdorc coming 10 lloward
,.cr,il), Bruner served as
, in chief or her high school
,p3pcr. When ,he was 16, she
dcd a job as an accou nl
ruthc for a communi1y paper
•er hometown or Denver,
~ ,he caioled 1he editor in10
og her a chance 10 write.
, de -.orking for 1he Urban
ll!tJl(ll. ,he acqu_ircd rcpor1.ing
:hoique, by interviewing
ipk ,uch as Ton) Brown, host
Ton, BrO\, n's Journal,"
p1c· ,ka1cr Debbi Thomas
l'uMic Enemy's Chuck D.
But according to Bruner, she
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The IIILLTOP. I
expect her as the
editor in chief to
continue 10 turn
out
fair and
balanced stories,''

she said.
Leslie llarriellLewis, assistant

f

Stephen Watkins

Lighthouse Scholarship for lhc
most
ou1s1anding
junior
journalism s1uden1. will have to
Juggle her duties as editor in chief
w1tn
school
work
and
broadcasting activities, bul she
feels confident 1ha1 she can
handle the responsibility with the
suppon of a strong staff.
Director of Student Activities
Belinda Ligh1foo1 Watkins is also
confident
in
Bruncr's
qualirications.
.. I've been impressed wilh her
ever since she was a reporter for

~e-w BISON editor -wants to
ouild on past experience

:as. ~,ya Davis
~

gained mos1 or her,---------::--::
writing and editing
skills as a reporler
and campus editor
for The HILLTOP.
"Serving as
campus edilor has
been my training
ground for dealing
with crisis. The
position or campus
editor is one of the
closest 10 being
editor in chief in the
1erms
of
the
experience, time
and effort pul in,"
she said.
Since being
selected for the
osition
or
IILLTOP editor in
chief. Bruner ha\
been brainstorming
improvements she
would
like 10
implement nex1
year. S1uden1s can
expect i ncreascd
Portia Bruner
advcr1isemen1.
expanded news coverage. a create more diversi1v in 1he
business page, color photos and coverage or minorities.'
lhc return or a crea11ve writing
"Black people gripe about how
and roc1ry section, she said.
we arc portrayed in the media. I
·• sec a 101 or po1cn1ial a1 The want 10 change the images and
IIILLTOP, and I want 10 sec it make a difference in how people
continue to ~o in lhe right or color arc perceived globally. Jr
direction. I don I wanl 10 sell le fo I bring a differenl and informa1ivc
being the bcs1 black collegiate angle 10 a slory about people or
paper. I wan1 10 be 1he best cofor in foreign and 1hird worl
conegiatc paper period.'' she said. coun1ries. then I will foci like I've
Bruner. a l>roadcasl journalism accomplished something," she
major. wants 10 cover foreign said.
affairs and politics. She hopes
Bruner, the firM recipient oflhc
her presence in 1hc media will Scripps lloward Founda1 ion

Staff Writer
, an intense love for 1he
. ,i1,
is
the
ma in
'ffl!tlll for an effective Bison
l. editor in chief, then
. Hclectcd Dijon Anderson
:'tuve no problems for 1he
- lhchool year.
1 der-on is in the four1h year
, fi\e-year arch i1ec1urc
!ll and loving every minute
, HO\\-ard e~perience.
He admits 1ha1 as an
:cturc major. much of his
" ~pent in 1he Howard
,) .\rchi1ccturc building.
, ~ arc not carclul. )'OU can
.I Ur\\ hole year in JUSI thal
]Jing and nc,er see the
: 1hc campus. Arter pre11y
.loing that for a while, I
i 1ha1 after my sophomore
·•31 I was nOI going 10 do
·, more," 1he new BISON
· in chief said.
7:,c 10 his word, Anderson
d ,arious archi1cc1ure
· z.itions. volun1ecred his
: 1imc 10 local students.
'\'usit)· ,occcr and served
1 Big Bro1her in
1hc
- ,1i1y Outreach program.
r-.on admib he had never
cJ 10 become 1hc chief
He said he only wanted 10
, 11he BISON staff because
. Joyed working on 1he
• ~l Slaff al his high school
· nia. Ga.
·some friends or m inc
.,1eJ 1ha1 I try ou1 for 1he
ro-;ition. I just wanted 10 be
of ii. I want 10 experience
:bof Howard llniversi1y as

possible. I love this place. I figure
as editor in chief of the yearbook.
I can show my love for 1he school
graphically so everyone can
experience 11." Anderson said.

His main objec1ive for the
yearbook is 10 "bring back 1he old
and update it." Anderson is
impressed wi1h 1hc qualities and
techniques or past yearbooks. and

Anderson would also like 10 sec
more pages added 10 1he BISON
ycarbool<.
Anderson said the yearbook
now has many Slrenglhs. which
he would like 10 build on. Among
those arc 1he photo competition.
a profile of elite professors .
highlights or 1he llip-Hop
conference
and
various
performances. spo1ligh1s on lhe
various colleges wi1hin the
University. recognition or
s1uden1s involved in community
service, intramural sports,
Charier Day. new additions 10 the
Wonder Plaza and features on The
HILLTOP.
While Anderson is pleased
wi1h his ideas. he said will lake
the reM of 1he year and lhe
summer 10 brainstorm wi1h 1he
res1 or 1hc BISON yearbnok staff.
"I also plan to put emphasis
on the stories 1hat are wrillen for
the yearbook, bu1 people arc
people. They will look at 1hc
pic1ures rirsl, which is okay.
because the photography 1s
excellent:· Anderson said.
Anderson said he is proud or
1hc 1993-94 yearhook. bu1 he
hop~5 10 introduce new elcmcn1s
1ha1 \viii make ii belier.
"A 101 of time and effort goes
into the yearbook. We would like
10 think 1ha1 we arc graJ)hically
representing lloward. After all,
he would like 10 reuse !hem.
Fea1urcs he would like brought 1h1s is going 10 be some1hing 1ha1
back include the showcase or will be seen this year. ncxl year
major and minor group- and 1he years ar1er 1ha1:·
sponsored events, an interview Anderson said.
with 1he University president and
1hc inclusion or various plays and
athle1ic 1eams that do not
currently receive much at1en1ion.

A.

Anderson is currently lhe
BISON's layou! editor. and !s
confident thal his expcncnce m
this area will help him further
enhance 1hc publication nexl year.
"I plan. with the rest or my
staff, 10 make the 1995 ycarbo~k
funkr, with a blu!) and white
taste. Anderson said.

direc1or
ror
s1uden1
publications, has
worked closely
with Bruner and
expec1s her 10 have
a succcss[u l year.
.. Portia has
been ex1remely
dedicated to The
HILLTOP since
her sophomore
year. l 'vc seen her
grow from a
reporter 10 a
seasoned page
editor," she said:
S1ephen A.
Watkins, a junior
majoring in math,
wil l
remain
business manager for a second
year. In addition 10 his duties at
The HILLTOP, Wa1kins. a
budding entrepreneur, round time
10 co-produce the Ecs1asy
calendar found in the University
bookstore. His experiences 1J11s
year. he said, have honed 1101 only
his business skills, but also his
interpersonal skills.
"l found OUI 1h31 playing
around with numbers 1s only
about 5 to 10 percent or the job.
Being business manager is more
or a people job than I thought.

This year, I really learned how 10
manage a staff." he said.
The current editor in chief.
Otesa Middleton. said Watkins'
past experience wil l be an asset to
The IIILLTOP.
"Steve will make Portia's
transition a smooth one. because
he now knows the ins and OUIS or
handling the financial operations
or a paper." she said.
M iddle1on said she and
Watkins worked well together.
She expects that Bruner and
Wa1kins will also enjoy a good
working rapport.
"ne understands that the
business and editorial aspects or
a paper must intermingle wel l in
order for us 10 produce a quality
product." Middlelon, a senior,
said.
The practica l experience
Watkins gained at the Wall S1ree1
investment bank, Goldman Sachs
and Company, las1 summer will
also hc)p him manage The
Ill LLTOP's budget or more 1han
$120,000.
Watkins plans 10 build on the
improvements he has instituted
this year.
"I want to place more emphasis
on security. expanding the
business st;1ff, solici1in_g aas and
gelling the alumni affairs 10 help
wi1h rncrea&ing subscriptions,•
said Walkins. who first joined
The HlLLTOP as a cartoonist.
"Steve has shown a 101 or
grow1h and development between
August and now. I sec a Joi or
promise in him," Watkins said.

Education student
council hosts Easter
egg hunt for youths
be leaching them," Miller said.
Carnette and the s1uden1 council
have been planoing for this evenl
since January. According 10
The School of Education Carnclle. the council, which had
Student O>uncil is bringing the not ye1 performed any community
spiril or Easter to Howard outreach ac1ivities 1h1s school year.
University a month early. when foll that an Easter Egg Hunt would
1he.Y. host area elementary school be a great way to reach out 10_1he
children 1his
commun11y,
Saturday at an _1!!!!1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11!!11111!'11- have run and
Easter
Egg "It was suggested by expose black
Hunl on the
children to a
Universi1y·s
the chair of our
collegesening
campus.
all al lhe same
Sharon
department to do lime.
Carnellc,
a
"For the
senior early
something for
kids, it's good
chi Id hood
for1hcmtosee
e du Ca I i On
Easter. For us, we wha1 college
major. is the
is about Their
chairperson or needed to be active
teachers are
the event.
always 1elling
"[TI1cs1udent with the students in them abo111
council) wanted
going
to
todosomcthing the community, since college. Now
S!?<'.cinl for 1he
,
b
they can see
kids, so we
We re going to e that black
invited two
people do go
classes from the
teaching them,"
10 college."
C IC V C Ia nd
Carnclle said.
EI cm c n I a r y
The last
~chool 10 an
major event
b.1~1er Egg H11n1." Carnette said. that 1he council sponsored was a
According to Oronde Miller, conference on afrocen1ricity,
president or tTie student council, which was held las1 month. Miller
the event will bring University said the council will b~ holding a
sludenl\ 1oge1her with 1he leadership dcvelopmen1 program
community cn1ldrcn.
lalcr this year.
"II was suggested by the chair
The hun1 wi l I lake place
orourdepar1memtodosome1hing tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 1:30
for Easier. For us. we needed 10 be p.m. on the main campus.
active with 1he students in lhe
community, since we're going 10
BY. Melissa E. James
H,lltop Staff Wr~er
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ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
Unlimited fun ... Unlimilcd sun ...
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A computer and a printer were stolen out or an omcc in 1he College or Nursing. There were no
~;~r forced entry.

§

4 A resident or Howard Plaza Towers East was 1hrca1ened wi1h a knifo bY. an91her rcsi~ent '':'he~ he
Won the su&pccl's door 10 complain about his loud alarm clock. The case 1s still under mves11ga11on.

'115 Patrons orihc lloward University 1101el exiled the elevator to find two m~les leavi '!g 1heir rooihn.
' nussmg
· · upon ·invcs11ga11on,
· ·
b ut Ihe 1wo suspeels 0ed the scene· II 1s not be11evec1 I11a1 t c
Iti.meta was
;«t, were s1udenls, or employees of 1hc hotcl.

1

h8 A ,tudcnl was ~truck in the race by 1h~et: u~ known. lllack males wh.iJc slanc!iig on )h !300 block
Georgia Avenue. The complainant suffered 1nJuncs to his nose and cheekbone. I e men 1,1ve not yet
'I found, and the motive is uncertain.
~•cit 9 A compuier disk was stolen out of an orricc in 1he Dc111al School. It was replaced by a fake disk.

~re were no 1,1gns or forced en1ry.
:.rcit 9 A locker was broken into in lhe Burr Gymnasium, and properly or an unknown value was stolen.
l:~rl giuen by Campus Police

Report given by Aliya DauisDauos

May 18-25, 1994

..

Come join us as we experience the pleasures of Ocho Rios. Jamaica.
Tripspon,onod by Ille Amcric.n Socicl)' or Mechanical Enginecn (A.S.M.E.)

INCLUDES:
8 days 7 nigh1s • Unlimi1ed Hotel Accommodations • Full Service Airfare
& Travel • Oceanfront Resort
ALSO AVAILABLE:
water skiing • horseback riding • snorl<eling • speed boat riding
jet skiing • spades • dominos • volleyball
For more information call (202) 667,2086
Call 1oday for payment

ONLY$600
Act fast! Deadline April 13, 1994
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A reniedy for the
D.C. public schools?

I

Franklin L. Smith, superintendent
of Washington, D.C., schools,
wanted to exper iment with
privatization of some of his
schools. Businesses that specialize
in privatizing schools would
provide resources for schools'
needs, such as books and
computers, to improve their
curriculum. Smith was looking for
a way to raise grades and increase
the number of graduates.
However, most members on the
D.C. school board were against it,
along with the teachers union. This
was because they were afraid of
either losing their jobs or that the
"white establishment" would take
over and bring in more wh ite
children to D.C. public schools.
The idea that Smith had was
dropped (for now), because he
didn't have the support that he
needed. The money for school
privatization could have possibly
been money well spent by the
companies that were going to be
invo lved in assisting the

improvement on ch ildren's
education in Washington, D.C.,
(most of whom arc black).
But for now, it seems the only
way Superintendent Smith can
improve nis schools is with more
metal detectors anti pol ice officers,
and neither the police nor metal
detectors will improve children's
grades or increa~ the number of
them graduating. But it just might
make them a little more safe.
Last week, student Jerome Cook
was shot four times at D.C.'s
Eastern High School, because he
bumped into Cornell Andrew
Cheeks Jr., another student who in
turn shot Cook. Fortunately, Cook
survived and Checks turned
himself in instead of joining the
large number of assailants who
remain unidentified. The shooting
incident at Eastern High School
was the 10th violent incident that
occurred in D.C. public schools in
the 1993-94 school year.
It seems that in order for D.C.
public schools to be a success, they

must be safe. The school that goes
through the whole year without
even hearing a gun shot could be a
very noteworthy school in terms of
success that parents, teachers and
the school board can be very proud
to have in the District. Meanwhile,
the number of high school
graduates has not increased. and a
discouraged superintendent can't
seem to make any radical changes
in improving the curriculum.
Should a child really be
concerned with living through
another day at school rather than the
number of homework assignments
that arc due the next day? Is it really
so muc:, to ask that a child take for
granted the ritual of going 10
school, getting through the school
day and returning home safely?
Maybe Smith will have a more
successful chance at getting a
security firm hired for the schools
than he did with getting them
privatized.

Addressing the roots of hatred
By Kevin T. Bryan
Several recent events and
articles, including the March l,
1994 Washington Post column
titled ·'A Nasty Night at Howard,"
by Mr. Richard Cohen, have raised
some particularly critical issues in
light of the recent charges of antisemitism against Dr. Khalid
Muhammad and others speaking
recently at Howard University. Of
central importance is the
increasingly worsening racial
climate in this country, especially
amongst our younger generations,
and our methods of attempting to
deal with the differences we have
among us in this pluralistic society
to create a more effective and
harmonious collective working
group.
Hate, in any context, is morally
wrong and is the ultimate detriment
in any society, particularly a
heterogeneous community such as
ours. Hate distorts our historical
and social viewpoints and corrodes
the humanity of the soul. Efforts to
undcri,tand one's past or present
situations become tainted when
hate is injected. Thus, the humanity
of the soul is corroded, and the
energies used to work together to
solve the problems that affect our
collective society arc drained by
the efforts to hate. For these
reasons, it is imperative that we
fight hate on all levels.
To deal with the question of hate,
however, one must attempt to
understand its origins and the
environments which foster the
development of hateful ideologies.
In his ar1iclc, Mr. Cohen makes a
comparison of Louis Farrakhan to
Adolph Hitlcr. Taken a step further
from the superficial presentation
given in the Cohen article, this
comparison is particularly
interesting and can shed some light
on the reasons for recent antiSemitic opinions from segments of
the African-American community.
801h Hitler and Farrakhan
established power in socia ll y
demoralized. economically ravaged
communities. Hitler's nationalist
movement grew out of this
devastation, as the German people
yearned for a leader to reassure
them of their worthiness in the
global community and revive their
decimated economy. Farrakhan has
taken his Nation of Islam into the
ghettoes and prisons of our nation's
cities and instilled the same sort of

pride in these individuals. inspiring
a new generation of AfricanAmerican doctors, lawyers,
entrepreneurs and laypersons. His
message of economic and political
empowerment rivals that of Hitler
in terms of it, appeal to the
oppressed masses of people which
represent his constituency. The
hatred toward Jews by these
individuals may stem from the
image of a strong Jewish presence
in their communities. controlling a
large portion of the economic
activity in inner-city AfricanAmerican neighborhoods and
exerting a political influence 1hat
sometimes conflicts with the go;1ls
of these neighborhoods, which
directly conflicts with the message
of Farrakhan.
By attempting 10 understand 1hc
reasons for these ideologies of hate,
we may begin 10 offer solutions 10
alleviate circumstances wh ich
allow hate to proliferate. In a
number of articles that I have read
since Dr. Muhammad's speech 31
Howard, many people have drawn
conclusions from high lights of the
moM negative comments and have
moved to condemn the speakers
and the members of the audience
without attempting to understand
why the comments were made,
what the other parts of the speech
contained or why people assembled
to listen. The student government at
American University has gone as
far as to disassociate itself with 1he
Howard student government as a
result of this issue. This type of
action not only prevents discussion
and understanding aboul the
problem, but also widens the gap
between the parties involved.
Mr. Cohen makes an equally
disturbing blunder by demeaning
the students of Howard University
in his article. I le refers to the
students in the audience as "the
chumps of yesteryear," and
throughout his article questions
their true leadership potential.
Unfortunately, Mr. Cohen was
obviously not in attendance (his
quotes from the speech arc taken
from a reporter's notes) at the
speech and failed to understand the
purposes of Howard students there.
Many, such as myself. wanted 10
understand what was being said by
the speakers and to determ ine the
merit of their opinions. To dbmiss
the students of Howard in such a
general manner as the article does
is a discredit to the many brilliant

minds and future leaders of
America at what has long been and
continues to be one of the finest
learning institutions in the world.
Our society has a habit of
dismissing those ideas which do
not agree with mainstream thought
as unimportant or troublesome. and
often criticize them under 1hecloak
of some vice of our society, such as
racism. What we should realize is
that these statements are often
directed at the existing power
structure and are desperate cries
for action in devastated
communities. which mus1 be
understood. For this reason. it is
imperative that institutions such as
Howard allow e>.prcssion of
differing opinions and promote
dialogue 10 deal with our nation·s
mos1 pressing problems. Instead of
hastily repudiating these speakers
and degrading the students of
Howard (a majority of which do not
agree with the positions of the
speakers al that event). J would
challenge Mr. Cohen, leaders of
the Anti-Defamation league ;ind
other interested parties to sit with
the speakers and Howard Mudcnts
and
understand
those
circumstances which gave rise to
the recent events and realize why
these events arc taking place in
America in 1994. By establishing
this dialogue, we may begin to
discover who b truly benefiting
from 1he disagreements among
minority groups in this country.
As a student leader at I loward.
I have worked\\ ith mcmberi; of1he
Nation of Islam on several
occasions, and my more moderate,
mainstream ideals have conflicted
with theirs on several occasions.
Through my experiences with
them, it is apparent we must allvays
be open to listen to ideas 1hat
conflict with ours, to understand
these notions and the environments
that shape the ideologies of these
persons and to create environment~
that foster cooperation and
goodwill, rather than ignore the
cries of oppressed peoples that seek
attention to their problems in
whatever form may solicit
response. More of this method of
problem resolution is needed in this
heterogeneous society to create a
harmonious society.
Kevin T. Bryan is a grad11a1illg
senior ,md a :.111cl,•111 leacle, at
Howard.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

Advertiseme~t is sexist, degrading
By Or. Loretta I. Easton

This letter is written in rcfc~ncc to
the Ford Motor Company
ad>ertiscment in the 'lempoSection of
The HIU.TOP dated Feb. 25.
I was initially shocked and then
outraged by your inclusion in The
HlU.'.IOP of a ford Motor Corporation
ad. This ad depicts coUcge students in
a denigrating and demeaning mannet
111.is ach-cni,;cnicnt docs l10! reOect

what Howard University is all about.
1l1is ad is bolh sexist and sexually
suggestive. I'm refi:rringto .. \bucame
here 10 have fun, to let your id off its
leash for four years and sniff the
bushes." This phraseology has a
negative connotation, especially to
women. The whole tone of this
advertisement is countcrprodUClh'C.
If I were Ford Motor.;, I wouldn't
want my car's image as'iOCiated with
indolent, unambitious, no-account'>,

which is what their ad implied.
f-onunaiel:,t I knc1-v mo& ofour students
ha\-ca.spirntions abo\'C and beyond this
adandFOR!can;.
h i.s my hope that in the futw-c. The
l lTLl.TOP would use more discretion
in advcnising.
Dr. Loretta I. Easton is a senior
physician at the I toward University
Student Health Ccntet
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

Former Black Panther
falsely imprisoned
Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt), America\
foremost class-war prisoner, has endured
23 years of California prison hell. He was
framed in the early I 970s for a murder the
s1a1e government knows he didn't commit.
A former leader of the Black Panther Party,
Geronimo was a prime target of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation's vicious
COINTELPRO (Counter Intel l igence
Program) campaign against black activists.
Despite overwhelming proof of his
innocence, the racist rulers of American
capitalism have kept him locked away
because. as the District Attorney's
representative to his 1987 parole hearing
stated. "He's still a revolutionary."
In January, Fox Television News ran a
three-part series exposing the blatant frameup of Geronimo. FBI wiretap logs and the
recent testimony of former Panthers proved
Geronimo was in Oakland attending a
Panther meeting at the time of lhe Santa
Monica murder for which he was convicted.
Furthermore, unknown to 1he jury. 1he key
prosecution witness, Julius Butler. was an
FBI and Los Angeles Police Department
informant, and new, compelling evidence
points to two Butler associates as the likely
killers.
Two days after the broadcast, prison
officials retaliated by moving Geronimo
from a San Diego prison facility to another
in Mule Creel.., denying him a private cell,
a necessity due to medical prob lems
stemming from Vietnam war wounds. This
rctaliator} harassment is an outrage!
Responding to an emcrgcncv rnolion filed
by !'artisan Defense Committee counsel
Valerie West and Geronimo's long-ttme
legal counsel Stuart Hanlon, a Federa l
District Court Judge ordered 1hat prison
officials temporarily grant Geronimo single
cell status. On March 24. a San Francisco
hearing wil l be held to determine whether
Geronimo will mainrnin thal status.
The Howard branch of the Spartacus
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Youth Club supports the fight n
Geronimo's freedom. Last scme~ter, we P
an on-campus video showing in defeme n
class-war prisoners by highlighting thc111
of fellow former Panther and Penns))
death row political prisoner. Mumii Abt
Jamal.
Militants like Geronimo and Jamal
lhe best of a generation who fought apa
the\ icious conditions suffered by blacb E
this racist capitalist society. Under "libcd
death-penalty Democrat Bill Clinton, la
conditions arc onl} gctt1nl,! \\0rsc. The i,
"war on crime.'' from the brutal beat111 ;
Rodney King to the call for the 1'at 3
Guard to protect O.C .• is part of a m11111 i,
police mobilization.
a
A multi-racial workers party is OMS .I
to lead 1he fight against the ruling cbli t_
onslaught. Racial oppression is 1he bednid s
upon which American capitalism i~ 51
and the struggle for black liberation 11 a
integral part of the fight for a ,ocialt it
revolution.
ti
According to Fox-1 V. Los Angeles
Gill Garcelli ha, mdicated that his
will revie\\ Geronimo·, case. But it will
an intensified campaign complete
publicity and protest. centered in
integrated working cla~s. 10 smo~h
frame-up. The SYC urge, all who Ir
interested in Geronimo·, case ,md the
1
for black liberati on 10 join with the SYC 1
other affiliated organizations in his Jer111C
Come view the Ftn-TV New, \ ideo 1
Wednesday, March 23, at S p.m ia
Undergraduate I ibrary Lecture Room.
Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt) now!

"E

ll'i/1111111 Gr11,•11 and Jt•ff Kuma
members of the Spartac111 }0111h Cl• tlJ
1/01.-urd U11h'ers1t}'.
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PERSPECTIVES
[nforrnation access ,nay not be 'universal'
$11aloll Story

l1le informauon superhighway.
"'· even 1f you never cmck
f1 a newspaper or watch lhe
rqou have undoubtedly heard
-tdling about it. The Clinton, ,tdministration has cndor~d
roo,1ruc1ion of the National
rm3tion Infrastructure, an
.11onic 1clccommun1cations
,\lrk aimed at connecting
/;'II), government, education.
~h :md each of our individual
rt' In the luture, we will all
Jit Jb1li1y 10 do our shopping
,er.~ :md communicating over
ir3cuve computer right from
doh. To get even more
,native, you cou ld order a
.tnJ ,hare it and a glass of
~•ilh a loved one 3,000 miles

e

11it b•ckbonc of the NII is the
ha~ made headway
!ht leader of online
poorucation, today. h originally
as
a
military
ication, syMem designed
ea nuclear auack. funded
gb a ·grunt from the National
Foundation. With over 15
lll u,cr, today, the Internet
, its u,ers with electronic
databases,
archived

i:,rt. which

e

periodicals and "real- time"
discussions on virtually every
subject imaginable. hs users come
from e,-cry ,ection of the globe.
young and old alike.
The Clinton-Gore adminimation
ha_~ made a commitment 10 provide
"universal access" 10 the NII,
regardless of income or
geographical location. The
admini.ir:uion has further launched
the
National
Information
Infrastructure Advisory Council,
chaired by U.S. Secretary of
Commerce Ronald Brown. 10
ensure 1h01 this commitment is
followed through.
Exaclly how far-reaching is this
commitment? Docs it mean that
computers and modems will be
issued 10 residents of Anacostia? Or
will lhe Information Superhighway
be another rond of Social
Darwinism. singling out the haves
and lhe have nots?
The Clinton-Gore
administration, in its NII Agenda
for •\ction, has introduced as one of
its objecti,es, 10 extend the concept
of "uni versa! service." h contends
lhat it is the duty of the government
10 "ensure Ihm all Americans have
access to the resources and job
creation potential of the
Information Age." fl further
addresses the need 10 support

communities and disadvantaged
groups of society who hm-c enjoyed
the benefits of technology-bao;ed
economic growth.
The administration's
Tulecommunications
Policy
Reform Initiative advances goals or
"preserving and advancing
universal service to avoid creating
a society of information 'haves'
and 'have nots.' "
With a $2 billion price tag, the
adminislration expects 10 provide
approximately hair of that for
grants that arc intended 10 help
school,, libraries and olhcr public
institution, Vice President Gore
says 10 expect that "we will have
e,-cry classroom in the country and c,-ery libmry-online the NII
by the stun of the year 2000."
Furthermore. the adminiMration
extends this commi tment of
"universal ncces," 10 all the
students, "without regard to
geogmphy, dhmnce, resources or
disability."
111c value of this commitment is
queMionable. One major scapegoat
of the NII is public vs pri,ate
access. The Clinton administration
maintains thm the building of the
informmion superhighway will lay
within the responsibihty of private
money. Instead, a, Vice President
Al Gore explained in an online

CompuServe discussion, he and
Clinton are ··challenging all of 1he
companies that do business in these
industries to make a commitment to
link up and provide free access 10
every classroom in their service
areas." This 1ype of commitment
reminds me much of the "donation.
or in-kind" techniq ues useq in
organizational
fund-rai;,,ing
campaigns. In short, the
government"s role in the NII is 10
assist in providing uni,'l!nml access.
'Inc i,,uc of privme investment
in the NII is questionable,
c,pccially with the recent backfire
of a merger between TeleCommunication Inc. and BellAllantic.
The
Prewill
Administration mainrnins its
po,ition on private investment.
A direct example of what will
i ncvitably happen are Bell
Atlantic's plans 10 estabhsh a video
communications network in the tristate area. Bell Chairm:in Raymond
W. Smith recently explained 1hm his
plans 10 provide access ·•wi II go 10
the areas 1hal have the highest
chance of being economically
successful.'. h goes without much
speculation thm the District of
Columbia is not included as one of
the areas 10 recei\e the first round
of enhanced access 10 the
information superhighway. Private

ownership of the ·highway will
ensure lhis 10 be the beginning of a
trend.
Minority representalion on the
NII may lay within the hands of our
educational institutions. his lhere,
where universities such as Howard
University and Tuskegee Institute
have invested millions of dollars in
laying down fiber optic networks
with 1he Internet. 1he N il 's
backbone. With students. facu hy
and al umni already taking
advantage or the communications
and research advantages of the
Internet. it wi ll lay wilhin the hands
of these same institutions 10 seek
equitable gru nts from NII
allocations to educat ional
institutions.
The Congressional Black Caucus
wi ll play a pivotal role. lls
legislative agenda for the upcoming
year includes its commitment 10
ensuring minority interest in lhe
Nil. The strength our growing
number of Black Congn:ssional
leaders can pl:1y, along with the
lobby of olher minority caucuses,
will provide a guarantee in the
~ lee ti on of legislative guidelines lo
the establishment of the NII as
defined by the criteria of "equal
uni versa I access."
The future will, undoubtedly,
include a global age of information,

merged with telecommunications,
technology and video. Just when
we were making headway with
environmental reform and social
justice, something new crept up.
No, the Jetsons aren't coming 10
dinner, but a new age is on the
hori:ion.
1ne governmem has made a
commitment 10 ensure universal
access in the coming information
age. Yet, as long as the information
superhighway is not a "public"
network, the bi II docs not have 10 be
footed by them. In stead, this
commitment may not extend any
funher than a mea~ly gram fund for
minorities and a plea 10 the industry
10 donute equipment and services 10
inner-city schools and libraries.
Meanwhile, suburban America will
reap all the benefi ts of 1his
technology. ll will take a lot of cash
register receipts from the Giant
supermarket 10 bring the "global
cla,sroom" 10 Washington, O.C.

Shalon Story is a graduating
political .scie11ce major a11d former
president of1he Howard University
chapter of the NAACP.

America's war on black youth is real
lb.- most tragic victim, ot
ooal roci,m arc \frican11n children and young
Although "'e measure the
of poverty, unemployment
tconomic exploitation upon
llmtly and community, we
fo.:U!> our auention more
I} to the social devaswtion
,cur )Oung people. Because
of education. health care,
cnminal justice system and
criteria, "'hat i~ happening in
:me1 1, nothing short of a war
black youth
JCt3111ple, lei us examine the
bJcal evidence provided by
•'lirt Clly and New York state.
t:rcaofhealth care. six out of
•iChool children in New York
reno, immunized. There arc
J:11), only 96 nurses for 600
\mary ~chools in the city;
jtl no longer regularly visit
\le 1ehools and high schoob.
day in New York City, an
ted 70,500 children use
Each day. 35 babies are born
binhra1es, and four babies
their first birthday. Over
children, mostly black and
have no health insurance.
87, TB cases in. NYC have
And today, AIDS is the
cause of death ,n NYC for
Ii;;. under the age of five.
•ir:ctnt }ears, there has been a
t,md change in the number of
bn-American children and
llcldul15 in New York who live
both parents. In 1979, 82
of lhe children under the
Ir 1ix lived in households
td by one or both of their
111 By 1989. that percentage
l~ped 10 69 percent. The
~and proportion of children

t
/:J.

under the age of ,i,_ who live in
married couple familie, hu, also
declined sharply. from 38 percent in
1979 down 10 31 percent in 1989
1111, mean, 1ha1 thou,and, or our
children are being raised
increasingly b:r their grandp,trents,
or by individuals who arc not
related lo them at all.
'11,e war against black youth is
strikingly apparent within the
criminal justice system. In central
Harlem alone, 2500 you ng people
were arrested m 1992. Ninety-five
pcrcemoflho-e tnJail in New York
City are Latinos and blacks. Who
is !hi, prison population? Ninety
percent do not ha,c a high school
diploma: more than one-half have
under a sixth-grade level of
educational ability. About 1wolhirds of all young black people
who are in jail are awaiting trial. at
an a\erage co,t ofS 150 per day. 'The
average pre-trial detention in New
York City is 50 days - costing
$7,900 per prisoner. In,1ead of
spending tens of mi Ilion, of dollar,
warehousing black )OUlh, we
should spend that money educating
and training them to be productive
human beings.
In the area of housing and
homelessness: there are about
90,000 homeless people in New
York City today. On a typical
evening. 24,000 people, including
9,700 children will sleep in a cityrun sheller. About 90 percent of1he
homeless arc black and Latino. In
a fi,-e-year period, about one out of
12 black children in New York will
live in a homeles.~ sheller.
The war against black children
is most clearly demonstrated in
education. New York City has 37
percent of the ,w1c·s children in its
public schools, but lhe city receives
only 34 percent of the Stale aid. The
shortfall amounts
10
an

underfunding 10 lhc pubhc school,
each )Car by $-100 million. In the
suburb, of New York, the meragc
suburb.in ,chool ,pends $9.236 per
pupil. 'le\, York Cily ,pends
$6.326 per pupil. nearly $3,000 le"
per child Statewide, the average
student pertcacher rauo 1s 14.5 per
one: m New York City's public
school\, the ratio is 16.7 per one.
The basic factor which
underscore, 1he dynamics of
oppression for blacl.. children and
youth is economics. Between I980
and I 992. New York C11y loM
87.000 private sector Joh,. During
1he same years. the number of
African Americans living below
the po,-eny level in the cuy gre\,
from 520,000 10 664,000 people.
The a,erage black family in lhe
city cams $24,000 annually.
compared lo more lhan $-10.000
per year for white,. Black men ha\,:
unemployment rates of 13 percent.
compared to under 6 percent for
while male,. A, the economic
situation for black households
declines, lhe siatus of our children
and }0ung people aho deteriorate,.
Al Columbia University\
Institute for research in AfricanAmerican Studies, we are planning
a major national conference, 10 be
held in I995, on the Iheme. '111e
Crisis of Black Youth." The grcmest
challenge for African-American
leader,hip and organizmions
throughout the country is finding
solutions to reverse the war against
our young people. Our children are
the future of the black community.

l'roo~'O\~, b\)t 1'd
\.Ke-to&ee
h,m ~oio "\ail.

Dr. Ma1111i11g Marable is director of
rhe lllstitttte for Research in
African-American Studies a,
Calumbia Universiry.

Self-worship is way off base
lil Derek Grier
... IIUdents of our modern age
lha:kat ancient civiliwtions.
:otov1ew with amazement the
If1)'1tms of periods gone by.
llilally attribute the mysticism
~l 10 a lack of scientific
11.tmcm. The supposition is
11' lciences are the tracks on
ll'-imanity evolves 1oward its
lieawareness and realization.
tna, we find that with C\UY
l:llbreaklhrough come, a new
~ disease. With every new
111 ioto 1he laws of our
'!!1c, comes a new set of
~questions. Every thesis
•lllli•lhcsis. E\-en the Christ
'bee the anti-chrbt Perhaps
~ past would look at our
l)lttms, which have dccli ned

t

e\'Cn with our scicniific. advances,
with greater disma;.
Of all the modes of religion I
have ever sllldicd. the most
pcrple.~ing is idol worship. I would
question why grown men and
women wou Id bow down to statues
1h01 are fashioned ofter the form of
some human, animal or thing.
Stmues lhat could not think, hear,
tusle, smell, feel or speak. Even if
the statue was considered only a
symbolic embodiment of a god,
would not a living god be expected
10 somehow communicall· with its
servants through the idol, without
the help of human agency? As
simple-minded as idolatry seems to
the modern mind, its contemporary
counterpart is a thousand times
more outrageous. Many feel that
every person is a god within
himself. Al least in the ancient

times. the men who were declared
gods could hide their faul~s. 10 a
large degree, from the masses by
selecting their moments of public
display and only showing their
guarded beM. How-ever, brother and
sister, we hve with ourselves all
day long and no mauer how much
we try to see ourselves in a certain
li ght , th e realities of knowi ng
ourselves proves c,-cry moment that
we are far from being God.
The advance of the
telecommunications industry puts
us in touch with our global failings
cvcrydny. Some would say that we
arc gods but arc in our current
predicament only because we lack
knowledge of self. However, deity
by its own definition presumes
omniscience. Complete knowledge
cannot expand. All of humanity
individually and collectively lacks

this completeness of mind, because
if we had it,",: would no1 be killing
one another and ourselves. As
upright as 1\e auempl 10 be. God
cannot be discovered or attained
by mortal efforts. He, only by an act
of His mercy, chooses to reveal
Himself. The gulf between the
Creator and creation is too infinite
for the finite 10 cross. A baby cannot
pick up the parent but lhc parent can
certainly lift the child.
Many llirough the exaltation of
knowledge. so called. which is
a lways growi ng and being
amended, auempl to usurp
authority over l11e Creator. Some
say. I will beLieve in God when I can
fit Him under my microscope, into
my philosophy and into my closet
but not until he becomes small
enough for me lo decipher and
co ntrol Him. The folly of our

preoccupations shou ld be just as
apparent to us as the idolatry of old.
God never fits into our lives. He
seeks l0 fit us iOIO His life, His
plans and His purposes. Some say
we are gods but did God evolve
from an amoeba into an apelike
being, into the human we have
today? If God was at one time a
senseless amoeba. how did He
create a universe so organized and
of such design tliat after 20 years of
formal education. we humans arc
Mi ll left in awe?
For centuries, people believed
that 1he sun revolved around the
earth. Ptolemaism was so
dogmatically asserted l11a1 it was
considered a sacred revelation.
Finally. Copernicus convinced the
Western world oth erwise. He
maintained that the earth was not
lhe center of the universe, but that

ii in fact orbits around the sun. We
make the same mistake today. We
somet imes think that the world
revolves around us. Just as time
proved the geocentric theory
w.-ong, time will prove our "meccntric" concepts 10 be laughable.
We must bend our knees. break the
idols of self, seek truth and when
we find Him, keep Him as lhe apple
of our eyes. Truth is ageless and
evergreen. Our prayer should be
Lord, do not let the sun go down on
me, until in TI1ee I find a place of
safety.

Re11 Derek Grier is the bishop of
Song of Faith Churches of North
Americu.
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Blacks move increasingly toward traditional Mrican weddings
By Ramonlca Rice
Hilltop Staff Writer
QUESTION:
What is the
significance of jumping the
broom?
Flowing down the aisle in a
traditional white wedding gown
and black and white tuxedo is
gradually becoming a thing of
the past for many AfricanAmerican couples, as they
nurture the excitement of
exchanging marriage vows the
African way.
In the metropolitan area, Rev.
Willie Wilson, pastor of Union
Temple Baptist Church in
Southeast, is the only ordained
priest in the United States who
performs traditional African
weddings.
Today, many couples prefer
African ceremonies over the
traditional
European-style
weddings, citing that they are
more personal and sentimental.
In African weddings, the
marriage is not just between the
couple, but it's the joining of a
union between both families.
"In the African wedding,
there is a great deal of
interaction between the two
families themselves as opposed
to just two individuals getting
married, regardless of how
they're viewed by each other's.
families,
and
without
involvement or commission
from the two families," Wilson
said.
According to Wilson, the
differences between traditional
European weddings and African
weddings is that there appears
to be more symbolism in
African weddings making them
quite meaningful.
Dance and drum

(

Sidrowe and Phronie Jackson during their African
traditional wedding at Union Temple Baptist Church
in Southeast, D.C.
performances are an integral
part of African wedding
ceremonies and are emphasized
during the most sacred moments
of the wedding. During one
portion
of
the
African
ceremony, the groom expresses
his desire to marry the bride

Commuters question
MetroRail safety
By Elaine Myada
Hilltop Staff Writer
Washington MetroRail was
once considered one of the
safest transit systems in the
nation, but because of recent
violence, its reputation for being
relatively safe is now under fire.
Takiyah lhsan Smith, a
sophmore majoring in computer
science rides the metro often
and she does not feel safe on the
Metro.
"I don't think Metro is a safe
environment at all because there
are no visible police, so the
average street criminal will
naturally feel compelled to
commit a crime especially at
night," said Smith.
Since November, Metro has
had to deal with its first fatal
shooting of a passenger at a rail
station and it's first fatal shooting
of a transit police officer near a
subway station. Most recently, a
teen-ager was mugged at
gunpoint at the Dupont Circle
Station.
Despite the recent spurts of
violence Metro officials say they
have no plans to add additional
officers, because they feel it is a
safe system due to its welltrained officers. Cheryl Johnson,
deputy director of public affairs at
Metro, said Metro officers are
some of the best-trained in the
City.
"Our officers are the besttrained in the region because
they cover so many junsdictions.
They must know all the laws in
seven different jurisdictions.
Plus, they get a large amount of
hourly training," Johnson said.
Metro officials feel they
have a safe system because
instances of crime on Metro are
very "rare" According to Metro
statistics serious crime or the

Metrorail
which
include
aggravated assault, burglary,
rape, robbery, larceny, homicide
and motor vehicle theft rose only
4 percent.
The most prevalent crimes on
Metro are robbery, theft and auto
theft. Metro reports about 1,000
serious crimes a year and has a
system that serves half-million
passengers a week which
means the odds of a person
encountering serious crime on
the Metro is minute.
But Johnson still insists that
one incident of crime on
MetroRail is one too many, and
efforts are underway to prevent
crime from spreading.
Some Howard students feel
that compared to other big cities,
D.C.'s MetroRail system is safe.
However, students expressed
some disappointment with its
security force.
David Bryant, a freshman
ma1oring in economics, rides the
Metro everyday, and he says he
feels somewhat safe on it as long
as there are plenty of people
around.
"Security is not sufficient at
night, and I feel it should be
enhanced because there are
less people [around], which
makes them [Metro stations]
more susceptible to crime,"
Bryant said.
But Capt. Hanson insists
that intercoms around stations
provide contact with the Metro
police so passengers should
take advantage of them. She
said that metro will continue to
take measures to provide a safe
environment for its passengers.
"We are involved with a
product and if people don't like it
they won't use it so we are neld
highly accountable to provide a
safe enviroment for our
passergers, said Hanson.

l\.letro Safety Tips from t e 1\,letro Transit
Police Crime Prevention Unit
1. Don't stand alone on a 1\ letrorail platform.
If possible, al,\·a,\'S stand near othe1
Jassengers.
!. Don't in,·ite trouble by need less display o
·e,\·eln• or other ,·aluables.
~- If ;arr_\ ing a handbag, keep a !irm grip.
4. To pre,·ent others from kno,\·ing ,,·here and
ho,\· much mone,\' ,\'OU are carrying, purchase
multiple fare card.

and become a member of her
family, and in turn, the bride
docs the same.
There are also material
elements present
at
the
ceremony that symbolize the
"Twelve Symbols of Life" in
African culture, and all

wedding party n1embers must
partake in tasting them. They
include honey, salt, wheat, seeds
and wine from the African
shores. Each has its own
individual meaning. However,
most importantly, they must
successfully "jump the broom,"
which is ???
Wilson has been performing
African weddings since 1980
and
prefers
them
over
European-style weddings.
"As far as I'm concerned,
there is only one way and that's
the African way," Wilson said.
"They [African weddings]
graphically describe what each
other's responsibilities are
going to be in the marriage ..
.it's very personal in its tone,
very direct, very spontaneous."
Wilson said he performs each
ceremony differently.
"I've never done two
weddings exactly alike since
I've been doing this, because
the spirit moves me a certain
way to do something a certain
way," Wilson said.
Jumping the Broom, a book
about African weddings, lists
Wilson as the only clergy in
America to perform this type of
ceremony. He said that people
from all over the world call him
requesting his services.
"I've received calls from all
over the country as well as from
people that see the ceremony,"
Wilson said, speaking of the
many people that desire African
weddings.
Sidrowe and Phronie
Jackson recently had an African
wedding ceremony. The couple
said they wanted a wedding
indicative of their ancestry.
"We wanted to do something
that reflected more where we
were from," Phronie Jackson

said.
Because the couple didn't
belong to a particular religion,
they had trouble deciding what
type of wedding would satisfy
them. The Jacksons were
searching for a personal
ceremony that reflected. their
beliefs about marriage.
"He [Wilson] wrote our
vows, talking about what you
need to do for your husband and
what your husband needs to do
for you," Phronie Jackson said.
Many people gave the
Jacksons advice on what type of
wedding they should have had,
but they stuck to their guns.
"We decided to do what we
wanted to do," Phronie Jackson
said. "We didn't want to
conform to what everybody
wanted our day to be."
Wilson plans to share his
knowledge of African weddings
with other ministers with the

release of his book on how to
perform African wedding
ceremonies. He will give
specific steps and procedures
on
handling
the
entire
ceremony.

African weddings aren't just
limited to people of certain
religious or ethnic backgrounds.
Just a few months ago, Wilson
performed an African wedding
ceremony for former D.C.
mayor Marion Barry, when he
and his wife renewed their

vows.
"When people see it [African
weddings] they don't think
they've ever been married in
terms of the power of the
African marriage," Wilson said.
"It's a celebration. Weddings
have been known to last for
three straight days, three
straight days of celebration."

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AFRICAN AND
EUROPEAN TRADITIONAL WEDDINGS
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*Bride and groom ask each other's families if they could become a
member of the family.
*Twelve Symbols of Life
*Bridesmaids and bridesgrooms are seated during the exchanging of
vows.
*Cost is usually more expensive because of the African garb and
performers.
• More congregational response during ceremony.
*Bride and groom say their own personal vows.
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*Bride wears long white gown and groom wears tuxedo
*Singing of a few songs.
*Bridesmaids and bridegrooms stand during the entire ceremony.
*Usually lasts 15 to 30 minutes.
*Traditional vows said from the Holy Bible.
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University health clinic seeks to
increase STD treatment, prevention
By Angela Renee Birch
Hilltop Staff Writer
"I just had one case where a
young lady could barely sit down.
It has been nearly 10 months; she
thought they would just go away.
But genital warts don't just go
away," said Dr. Debra Wilder of
the Howard University llcalth
Center
Women's
Annex.
Wilder sees more than a dozen
cases like this each week: Young
women who know that something
is wrong and prolong the
inevitable visit wilh their
gynecologist.
"They are more worried about
their partner's reaction," Wilder
said.
A general consensus among
the professionals in the District of
Columbia as well as on campus is
thal most of the young women
,vho contract sexually transn1itted
diseases lack self-cslcem.
Candyce Nelson, a reg1ste·ed
nurse for the Clinic, agrees.
"Women don't put themselves
first. They say, ·J only have one
boyfriend.' But, you arc not ,vith
that boy 24-hours a day," Nelson
said.
Health professionals say the
same rules apply for young n1cn.
No matter how much couples
think they are in love, it is
importanl that they start
protecting thi.:msclvc~.
According to the American

Social Health Association. there
is an epidemic of Sexually
Transmitted Diseases, which
continues to spread at a rate of 12
million new infections each year.
HIV/AIDS leads the way because
infection is fatal and there is no
known cure. Herpes and human
papillomavirus, also known as
genital warts, infects about 70
million people a year. There is
also no cure for Herpes and !~PY,
but it is treatable. Chlamydia
(pronounced kla-mid-ee-ah) is
the fastest-spreading STD with 4
million new cases each year. It is
responsible for blinding millions
of people all over the world.
Chlamydia also can lead to
cervical cancer; cause Acute
Epididymitis,
which
is
inflammation of the sperm ducts
behind the testicle; or cause
Reiter's Syndrome, which
involves
painful
joints,
inflammation of the eyes and
sores on the skin.
Student Health Center
Pharmacist Wyniece SpeedHarris said men and women have
forgotten
that STDs are
preventable.
"(They] arc not using
contraception as they should
because we still see repeal cases
,vith something that is totally
preventable," Speed-Harris said.
Condoms arc distributed at a
rate of three condoms per person

per day at the pharmacy and at
the Whitman-Walker Clinic, 1406
S St., N. W. Condoms are still the
most
effective
form
of
contraception
aside
from
abstinence.
The pill only prevents
pregnancy; ii has nothing to do
with stopping the transmission
of STDs. Using a latex condom
with Nonoxynol-9 spermicide is
an 88 percent effective prevention
method in reducing the spread of
STDs.
The number of STD cases has
increased by 33 percent in the
last few years. One professional
suggests that men and women
start inspecting their partner's
genitalia. The bottom line is that
these can be very dangerous
diseases when left untreated.
If diseases are untreated they
could spread to other areas of the
body. Conjunctivitis is an
infection of the eyes. Proctitis
inflames the rectum and can
cause constipation, cramping,
possible bleeding or discharge
and an intense urge to defecate.
Oral herpes is usually caused
by herpes simplex virus type one.
Cold sores appear around the
mouth. Genital herpes is caused
by herpes simplex two, and
blisters appear on or around the
sexual organs.
Genital warts can be single or
1n a cluster, pink, red or flesh-

coiored; and may be difficult to
see. In men, warts are found on
the foreskin, head and shaft of the
penis and around the anal area,
urethra and scrotum. In women,
warts are found on the outer
genital area, on the cervix and
around the anal area.
Speed-Harris encourages
campus organizations to consult
many clinics in the District for
speakers on STDs and condoms.
"If student campus
organizations would actively
promote STD elimination and
condom usage, I think we could
drastically reduce the number of
STDs and pregnancies on this
campus," said Speed- Harris.
The doctors and nurses at the
Whitman-Walker Clinic and at
the Women's Annex don't just
give medical advice; they do a lot
of counseling. They want the
women to know how important it
is for them to protect themselves.
According
·to
health
professionals,
women are
contracting the AIDS virus faster
than any other group.
Nelson said plans are being
made for a University men's
clinic. For now, men should
consull the Whitman-Walker
Clinic or other clinics in the area
if there are any signs of a sexually
transmitted disease.

Upcoming Events in Washington, D.C.
!\larch 19, 1994
Benjamin !\fays l\lemorial Lecture
Sponsored bJ The District of Columbia Public Library
Speaker: Dr. Lawrence N. Jones, Dean Emeritus, Howard
Univ·ersit:) School of Divinity
Time: 11:15 a.m.
Place: !\tartin Luther King l\1emorial Library. 901 G St.,
N. \\'. l\lain lobby
For n1ore information call (2021727-1186.
:\-1arch 19, 199-1
The l\lorehouse Glee Club in a Concert Honoring Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Time: noon
Place: 1artin Luther King !\femorial Libraf) \fain Lobby
For more information call (202) 727-1186.

March 26, 1994
The Boys Choir of Harlem, Dr. Walter J. Turnbull, Director
Sponsored by the Washington Performing Arts
Time: 8:30 p.m.
Place: Kennedv• Center Concert Hall

•

;

Exhibits:
Month of !\,larch
''Black Memorabilia Collectors: Keepers of the Culture"
Place: Alexandria Black History Resource Center
638 N. Alfred St., Alexandria
For more information call f703) 838-4356.
l\larch-September
''Seeing Is Believing: The Photography of the Civil Rights
Movement"
Place: l\cluseum of American History
For more information call (202) 357-2700.
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·;hurches fight AIDS with education
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\ ~tek after meeting with
111 Clinton's

National AIDS
Coordinator Kris1jne M.
e. a group of Africun;io church lenders from
. the nation is building a
1 of religious leaders und
• organizntions that will
, the black community on
enuon or the AIDS virus.
"x Balm in Gilead Inc. on
i~IJ the First Bh,ck Church
ii Da) or Pr,1yer for the
.f AIDS More than 1,500
churches
nationwide
~ by deh ,-ering sermons
.,er- 10 their congregations
.'>: ,pread of HIV/AIDS in
.community
't Balm In Gilead Inc. is an
•.~on dedicated 10 healing
,.!11-Am!rican community
• praytr, health and

~duca~on.. The_ name is based .on
. ere~~ah 8.22. an wh1~h J~rem1ah
asks, Is there ~o balm 1n Gilead: 1s
~ere no phys1c1an there? Why then
is not tl1e health or th<;, daughter of
m~ pco~le re~overed?.
issue 1s educating the ~froAme~1can church lead~rsh1p to
provide support i.er_v1ces for
mothe'.;', fathers and children with
AIDS, _said ~ernessa ~eele. the
founder ,ind clue~ execuuve officer
of t~e Balm In Gilead )nc.
.
Our forefathers said 'yes there
''" balm in Gilead: and we want the
churches to be balm and ,chicle in
that healin~.-- See~c said.
Seele said she 1s fru,1n11ed with
th~ str~1ggle against the AIDS
ep1denuc.
'1lie leadership in the black
community have not used political
power 10 get services and
education," she said. "We're siuing
back a, though nothing is
happening. and we will be treated as

though nothing !s happening."
The B~lm ~n Gilead Inc. was
founded to inspire action. In 1989,
Seele worked to get more African~merican c~urch leaders involved
in the healing process of AIDS
patien~s. She felt that the AfricanAmerican Church was the best
place 10 start encouraging people 10
help AIDS patienh survive
mentally a~d spiritually.
At the ume, Seele was the Drug
Addiction Program administrator at
The Harlem Hospital's A IDS
initiation program. She began 10
notice the rising number or African•
American AIDS patients being
admiued to the hospital without
anyone 10 help them go through tl1e
pain and trauma or A IDS treatment.
In 1992, See le approached
various churches in Harlem to
organii:e the first "Harlem Week or
Prayer for the Healing or AIDS."
with the intent or empowering and
educating religious leaders and the

:'1~

d>Vernment, restuarant restrictions leave
niokers looking for place to light up
\I r.I. White
•siatt Writer

aplace to smoke seems
. ung harder every day.
,1 chains and state and
g,~ernments are all taking
rc,trict smoking in public
ll,Donald\ and T:1co Bell
ed ,mol.ing in their
lkgmnang l\.larch 28,
1 ,moke frec policy will
their 3,100 companylo.:ation, They have
CT,Cd frunch1,c owner, to
11 banning ,moking as

!rm1t 10 thi\ new policy i,
1 t) our concern for 'PJCO

Ql!Omcrs • and employees'
rprdmg the dangers of
J ,moke:· said Taco
and Chief Exccuti ve
E \1nrtin.

xnt

McDonald's instituted a similar
ban in restaurants across the nation
three weeks ago.
"A lot of customers complained
about the smoking and we were
concerned: that's one reason we
wanted a smoke-free resmurant."
said Dom Alvaardo, the manager or
McDonald\ at Union Station.
The U.S. Surgeon Gcnerul
Jo)cclyn Elder, ha, commended
Taco Bell and McDon:1ld's for
banning ,moldng in their
rc,taurunts
"111" acuon, along with ,imilar
mo,e, by other. in the re,tuurant
industry. will not only protect the
health of non-smoking cu,tomer,
and employees, but also make a
meaningful contribution in the
battle to keep our bright young
people from starting to smoke."
Elders said
State governments are also
looking into prohibiting smoking in

work places. Utah legislators have
banned smoking in most work
pluce.s. In two months, Maryland
will become the first state to ban
smoking in all work places,
including bars, restaurants and
hotels.
The federal government
in,tituted a ,moke-frce policy on
Murch 8. In the Department of
Ocfonse. ,moking is prohibited in
hallw:l)S, :-iairways. restroom\ and
priv:11e office,.
"1-irs1 and Ii>remost. we want to
provide a safe and healthy
workplace for all of ouremplo}ee.,.
both military and civilinn." said
Sherri Goodman. the deputy
undersecrernry or defense for
environmental security.
Spokespersons for the Army.
Navy and Air Force all agree that
the new policy is a Mep forward in
producing quality soldiers.
"The smoking policy will
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Senate MaJonty Leader Retires

Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell or Maine ha5 decided
10_ retire from his J>0St at th: e~d or this year - his 14th year on the
Hill. He was appointed niaJ0rlly leader in 1989, and si nce then the
6()..~e.tr-old Democrat has helped pass budgeL5. civil rights legislation,
environment laws an_d has be~n active in health care reform. During
lus lengthy cal"l:Cr, Mitchell said he wa, often frustrated by the politics
on the Hill_ He said the job ,~a, "difficult and demanding ... it is
obviously difficult and becoming more so, especially if one's concern
is for fairnc" and opcnncs, and consultation." In a news conference
on March 4, Mitchell mentioned that he might seek a baseball
commissioner post or an appointment 10 the Supreme Court. He was
.1,kcd by both ll1e m:tjor league and by the president or the U.S. 10
fill the jobs However. Mitchell refused at the time.

l:e

The White House Stops Cooking

Four chef, were forced to resign from the White House kitchen
Maff "' a result or the Clintons· efforts to change their family diet.
White House executive chef Pierre Chambrin, rcknowned for his
French cooking. rejected requests by Hi llary Clinton 10 prepare
American mc:1ls for special events and the family's dinner. Cli nton
said. "It's not my deal. I'm an indiscriminate eater- not that I don't
enjoy tine food." In response to his dismissal, Chambrin said, "I can't
say I'm very pleased It\ always been difficult."

repar~s or eanngs on
Whitewater
Republican senators expect to hold congressional hearings soon on
Presidenc Clinton's involvement in a failed savings and loans bank.
Sen. Alfonse D' Amato of New York said Whitewater '·has the
potential of being as great if not greater than Watergate. The
presidency is in danger as a result of the continued pattern of
deception." The special counsel investigating the situation wants more
time before the allegations are taken up by Congress. Special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr. said, "I would prefer that there be no hearings."
On the House side, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa says he wants hearings
before March 24 without any compromise for the special counsel's
imcstigation Chairman of the House Way, and Means Committee,
D,111 Ro,tenko-.,ki. says he will make a decision about whether 10
hold hearings after talking with lh:asury Secretary Lloyd Bcntsen-

lll<i"

House reJects 1mm1grabon 6111

TI1c House or Representati,-es rejected a bill 32910 78 that would
require public schools to report students who are illegal residents or
who did not have at leai;t one parent or guardian. The bill was
spon~orcd by Republican Rep. Dana Rohrabacher or California. who
said. "If Iimmigrants] get across this border, we're going 10 give you
all kinds of benefits ... we have 10 care about our own people first."
Those who opposed the bill said that it is prejudicial. Rep. Jose
Serrano or New York called the bill "mean spirited, misguided and
foolbh ..

Complied by Jonathan Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard in Internet's fast lane

and

s.

enhance our efforts 10 make
healthier soldiers. [Smoking!
affects productivity, it affects
morale. Morale h central 10 our
military mission,'' said an Army
spoke.,person.
Some members or the tobacco
industry do not agree that the
federal gov,;:rnment should regulate
where people are allowed to smoke.
"I don't think ch.it the li:dcml
government should be in the
busine,, of social engineering and
telling people - 950 n11ll1on
smokers - what the) can do with
their choices," ,aid Ste1e Parrish of
Phihp Morn,. 1n a N1ghtline
interview
on
March
8.
Nevertheles,. the federal
government
sees
smoking
restrictions a, the best choice for
the health or employees.
"By the year 2000, the ,moking
lamp will go out for the Nav)i' said
a Navy spokesperson

fD1 Write [qr the National
P~. Attend the meei.ing
Tuesday at 6 p.m. .'QI
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community about the A IDS
epidemic.
Approximately 500 religious
institutions. including churches,
mosques.
synagogues
and
theological seminaries, joined the
"Harlem Week or Prayer."
Congregations totaling over
550,000responded throughout New
York City 10 Seelc's request.
As tl1e campaign grew in si.le,
the program gained natiotial
recognition. Many other U.S. citic,
arc 1rying to duplicate the Harlembn,ed project with Seele's
assistance.
In the !inure, Seele said she
would like 10 sec the AfricanAmerican community become more
involved in the struggle against
AIDS. not jus1 through the church.
but through an overall community
effort.

111\iii Capitol H ighlights
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of the semester, he said, all the
cables will be in place. By the fall
Hilltop Staff Writer
semester or the 1994-95 academic
Imagine being able to tune into year. students will have access to
Internet from any computer lab,
a lecture in Pennsylvania or check
buildini;
and library in the
out a book in the Library of
University.
Congress through a computer.
"Once it hits the academic
When
riding
down
the
"information superhighway'' on environment, we can conduct
the Internet System, anythmg is computer workshops," Boyd said.
"Bu• since there is no demand now,
possible.
Internet is a collection or there is nothing we can do yet."
The Schoo: of Engineering took
computer networks connected by
the initiative to get the Internet
fiber-optic cables and phone Ii nes
through which information can be system here, said Andrew Reece,
sent and recch-ed. Since it links the Database Manager in the
more than 25,000 computer Office or the Vice Presiden1 or
networks around the world, S1uden1 Affairs. Financial support
Internet users can get information for access 10 Internet at Howard is
on almost any topic from African provided through federal grants
culture 10 economiCli to pop music. and outside vendors. A special
Thousands or companies and appropriation of$2. I million from
universities arc connected to the the federal government covers the
Internet, and the number of users cost or the fiber optic cable needed
10 have the network.
is growing rapidly.
Curren1ly, University faculty
Howard University is one of the
members
can use the network for
first black universities 10 join
lmernct and is making big plan, to a fee of $150 per person for use or
become a lane on the electronic the modum that provides access to
highway or information In recent the network. Studenls have free
months, fiber•optic cables have access for research or for
been laid down throughout the communicatini; with students at
oilier universiues such as Morgan
University.
'fyrone Boyd, senior network State, Hampton and Morehouse
analyst of the Information Systems which also have the Internet.
Internet is now available to all
and Services, said he is making an
s1uden1s
in the computer lab at the
effort to connect every building
together and complete the School or Business and the School
University's network. By the end of Engineering.
By J oanne Eustache

Eric White, a senior political
science major, describes Internet
as being a library at home. He and
Shalon Story, a senior political
science major, are creating a new
system of e lectronic bu lleti n
boards for students to u se a t
Howard. The system is called
Student Policy Information a nd
News Network and would make it
easy for students to obtain campusre lated information from any
personal computer.
"We're constructing menus so
students can easi ly find out things
as far as user groups. activities,
financial aid and so on. We are
basi ca II y gatekeepers in the
system," White said.
~nfortunately, many students
nre unaware of the system and its
many capabilities. A member or
the ISAS staff expressed his
concern that 1101 enough African
Americans across the country will
show imercst in Internet and its
functions. But measures are being
taken 10 inform more students
about the network.
!SAS staff members said they
are all eager 10 teach students how
to use the network and anticifate
a lot more intere.i by next fal .
More information about Internet
is avai lab le at the School of
Business library.
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roups condeinn Caribbean be- cot t lthrea
By Gloria McField
Hilltop Staff Writer
Caribbean countries that support
Japan's commercial whaling
industry may face a world-wide
boycott of their tourist industry,
according to Dan Morast, president
of the Boston-based International
Wildlife Coalition.
But leading Caribbean
environmental and human rights
groups, a student group and one
leading U.S. environmental group
have condemned the action as
inappropriate and not wellintentioned toward Caribbean
countries, which economically
depend heavily on tourism.

The Caribbean News Agency
reported that Calvin Howell,
executive director of the Caribbean
Conservation Association, said that
while his organization is against
the whaling program, "the CCA
cannot support the idea of
boycotting any tourism industry of
any Caribbean island since tourism
is the lifeblood of these countries."
Caleb Morales deLeon,
chairman of Caribbean Rights,
contends that "critical issues of
sovereignty and sustainable human
development" were relevant to any
externally-influenced boycott, such
as that of the Wildlife Coalition.
A response was also invoked by
the
Howard
University
International Students Association,

which on Monday issued a
statement describing the threat as
"'insensitive'' and "aimed at the
victims rather than the perpetrator."
The Wildlife Coalition, which
has accused St. Vincent, St. Lucia,
Grenada and Dominica of
accepting bribes from Japan in
return for supporting Japan's
whaling interest in Antarctica, has
threatened to mobilize its 200,000
members in North America, South
America, Europe, Asia and
Australia to boycott tourism in the
small island nations if they continue
to support Japan.
Tom Johnson, Ocean Ecology
Campaign assistant at Greenpeace,
fears that those Caribbean countries
could be helping to exterminate the

smallest of the whales, the minke
whale, which is the only remaining
species of the great whales to have
a healthy population.
Despite this, the
environmentalist said Greenpeace
would not be participating in the
boycott because it realizes that the
island nations are merely dancing to
the tune of the true aggressor,
Japan.
"We don't really want to interfere
with these ~ountries as they have
really fragile economies. What we
would rather happen, is to have a
boycott of Japanese products,
which will probably never happen,
but they're the main source,"
Johnson said.
While the Windward Islands'

Hilltop Staff Writer
The uprising of the Chiapas
Indians in the southeastern
Mexican state of Chiapas, which
took Mexican authorities by
surprise in January, is a struggle for
economic and political justice, said
panelists at a recent forum
sponsored by the Washington Peace
Center.
Such activists as Mexican
Congressman Salomon Jara of
Partido de
la Revolution
Democratica; Luis Rumbaut, a
Cuban writer and activist for the
Institute for Latin American Unity;
Carlos Herrerla, development
expert for the Development Gap in
Washington; and Brian Becker, an
activist with the International
Action Center, were featured
speakers at the forum, "Eyewitness
Chiapas: A Report on the Causes of
the Chiapas uprising."
Jara, speaking through an
interpreter, gave an account of the
New Year's Day uprising by the
Zapatista National Liberation
Army, named after Mexican
revolutionary Emiliano Zapata. He
said the reasons were largely

economic because 3 .5 million
Chiapas residents live in misery
and poverty, and of those who live
in rural environments, 90 percent
earn less than minimum wage.
In addition, Jara said education
and social services are not available
to the Chiapas since 72 percent of
primary school students never
finish school, and half of the
schools do not go beyond the third
grade. Moreover, about 54 percent
of the residents are undernourished,
and there are only 0.2 clinics for
every 1000 inhabitants and one
operating room for every 100,000
inhabitants.
It was against this background
that Jara said the Zapatistas are
demanding economic and political
justice.
"Their massive revolt surprised
the Mexican government and
forced them to the negotiating table
after only five days," he stressed.
Since the violent eruption in
which several government troops
and Indians were killed, a cease-fire
was declared on Jan. 10 by both
parties, and dialogue began on Feb.
20 between 19 members of the
ZNLA, government representatives
and the Roman Catholic Bishop

April to be abusy month for
international organizations
By Leslie Harris
Hilltop Staff Writer
The month of April will be filled
with activities for the Carribbean
Students Association and the Asian
Students Association.
According to Nicole Jones, the
secretary of the CSA, the
organization
is
currently
participating in a series of
basketball games against the
Bahamian Students Association at
the University of the District of
Columbia. In the first game held
March 1, Howard beat the
Bahamian students 85 to 83. The
games are held every Wednesday
and Friday, and the finals will be
April 15.
Another item on their agenda
was Carribbean Week. Designed to
promote Carribbean awareness, the
festivities will be held April 10-16.
The week, which celebrates the
CS,';s 50th anniversary, will open
with a service in Rankin Chapel.
Other activities of Carribbean week
will include an art exhibition, a
political forum, a variety show and
a fashion show co-sponsored by
the
Undergraduate Student
Assembly.
The ASA. which meets the first
Friday ,,f every month. "·ill sponsor
a spring break outing for its
members to Luray Caverns in the
Shanendoah
Valley.
The
organization ,viii also participate in
a
summer cricket
league
tournament. And according to
treasurer Sherif Saeed, the team 1s
still looking for more competent
cricket players.
110,,.,cver. the most important
upcoming
event
for
the
organizatioa is the election of new
officer for the next school year.
According to Saeed, many of the
current members ,viii be graduating
this year. and the organization is in
need of some new faces.

Correction:

In last week's article. "Conference
seeks to unite blacks despite
religious differences," it "·as
inacJverte-:it,• stated that "llo>\·ard
Un,.vcrsll) came under harsh
cri·ici m frail'.! Dean [Bernard]
Richardson ... It was in fact Rev.
James Bevil who made the
comments .

•

a,pproved by the 38 nation-mem
1:omm1ss1on.
t
Japan's whaling research
·viewed by many environmen

~roups as a mere guise for
r:apture of whales for commer
,urposes.
1 "Japan is conducting a so-call
;cientific research whaling.
Delieve that the scientific resea
whaling is just a disguise
commercial whaling because th
hasn't been any real data that the
rhave showed us, but the whale m
rends up in expensive Japanes
restaurants," Johnson said.

Peace, trelief fund, , could push
Afrtca toward totitl independence

Forum discusses roots
of Chiapas uprising
By Muyiwa Gbadegesin

supporf does not provide Japan
with su'fficienl' votes to overturn
the m Jratori um on wha ling
impose\! by ·t he Internati on al
Whalin~ Comrnission in 1986, it
does a'low Ja pan to block the
French! propos al to establish a
whale , anctuary in the Antarctic.
"At tl,e present time, [Japa_n] has
only on~-fourth of the International
Whalir~g Cornmission's votes,
enougl', to b lock the Fren ch
proposil of the whale sanctuary in
1
the An1arctic. If they voted today,
they co '1ld block it," Johnson said.
Japa, , is currently granted a quota
to kill , 30 whales per year due to a
loop-h ole provisio n allow ing
whalin:; for purposes of scientific
resear i: h. Th e prov ision w as

By Lisi! Nantc·,n
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ruiz.
Among the Zapatistas' several
demands are constitutional and
electoral reforms, which deal with
the autonomy of the indigenous
peoples of Mexico. They are also
demanding the return of the land to
the peasants, but that demand has
thus far been rejected.
Herrerla said the duplicity of the
Mexican government of President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari was clear
when it announced that the accord,
which had been reached on Feb. 20,
was only "an exchange of
documents." He said the Mexican
government's position is that a
follow through on the Zapatista 's
demand for a true democracy with
free and fair elections would make
a "political solution impossible."
Herrerla said the government and
the rebels are at odds because for
the government, peace means

restoration of the status quo, while
for the Zapatistas, peace means
political and economic justice.
Herrerla criticized the Clinton
Administration's endorsement of
NAFTA, which he said was "a
death sentence for the Indians."
The Clinton Administration,
however, maintains that NAFL-\ is
not the problem, but part of the
solution. The administration's
current policy, as outlined by
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen
in a recent trip to Mexico City, is
that the winner of the upcoming
elections should continue the
economic policies of Salinas.
But Cuban writer Rumbaut said
the Chiapas uprising had
international implications because
"no one expected a group of Indians
from Mexico's poorest state to turn
the New World Order on its head."

Forum to address role of the international student
The International Students Association and the African Students Association, in collaboration with the
Department of Human Communication Studies, will sponsor a panel discussion today on the "Significance of
the International Student in the Classroom."
The discussion will take place in the Forum of the Armour J. Blackburn University Center at 6 p.m. Participants
include Dr. Lyndrey Niles, professor of Human Communication Studies, and John Sumner, former ISA
president and a Ph.D. student in the Department of Economics.
According to an ISA press release, the discussion will raise issues of intercultural differences. Its primary
aim is to urge African-American students and international students to question differences they do not understand.
"If we are to cooperate on matters relating to development, if we are inviting African-American students to
explore career opportunities in the developing world, including Africa, then we have to lay the ground work for
harmonious relationships free of disabling stereotypes," the ISA press release stated.
A brief ASA meeting will precede the forum. African and West Indian foods will be served afterwards.

THE WORLD
By Gloria McFleld
Hilltop Staff Writer

Antigua and Barbuda
St. Johns -

Prime Minister Lester Bird and the
Antigua Labor Party triumphed over the opposition
United Progressive Party and returned to power
during general elections held March 8. C'.onsequently,
the ALP lost four parliamentary seats. (Caribbean
News Agency)

Haiti
Port-Au-Prince- Former Haitian dictator Prosper
Avril broke a four-year silence on March 8 when he
said it is highly unlikely that ousted Haitian President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide will return to power unless
greater pressure is placed on him and those who
o,erthre,v him by the international community. Avril
blamed Ar1stide's current plight on the 1nterna11onal
c01nmuni1y, which allowed the agreement last JuJy
between Ari,11Je and coup leader Lieutenant-General
Raul Cedras to he disregarded. (Reuters)

Barbados
Bridgetown - Prime Minister Erskine Sandiford's
administration is upset by yet another lo s, as former
Education Miruster and Cabinet Minister Keith
Simmons resigned. Simmons said he based hi,
dec1. ion to step down from government on the
con!, 0 ver,;ial appointment of the Barbados Tourism
Autho it~ Chief 1-xecutiv Officer Tony Arthur He
is th· hirJ go,ernment minister to re ign bet-..·een
Feb. 2'- and \1arch 4. Wes liall, former Minister of
Labor and Sports, and Evelyn Greaves, former
:--..11nister of Culture and International Transport, also
resigned during this eight da} period. University of
the \Vest lndi - political scienti ts Dr. George Bell
and Dr. :,./cville Duncan believe that those who have
resigned will remain IOJal to the Democratic Labor
Par!v, though they may not agree with Sandiford"s
style c,f governing. (Caribbean News Agencv)

St. Lucia
Castries -The banana cutter' trike has ended, as
1ho,e invc,!ved 10 the strike ha, e accepted
government s proposal to re-organize the Banana

Growers Association and the banana industry as a
whole, according to the permanent secretary, Cosmos
Richardson. The strike showed signs of coming to an
end even before consultations occurred between the
govcrn,nent and the banana ,ndustr}, said
Richardson.
The Banana Salvation Committee, a pressure group
within the industry, called a cutter's strike on Feb. 23.
The committee's main grievance was the St. Lucia
government's decision to place a debt-ridden Banana
Gro,vers Association into receivership. Since the
meeting between the government and the banana
industry, the issue of receivership has been put on
hold indefinitely.

South Africa
Mmabatho-Pre. ,dent of Bophuthats,,ana, Lucas
l\1angopc, h.1s been removed from power according
to authorities m Pretoria. South African armed forces
stormed into the conflict-struck black "homeland"
and restored civil order. 'The remaining white rightwing militants of the n1orc than 2.000 who had
stormed into the capital city to support its !eade 4 were
cleared out of the tribal territory.
Mangope has been stripped of power. and an intcritn
go,·crnn1ent established by South Africa's multiparty fransitional Executive CouncO will rule in his
place until South Africa's first nil-races election
April
26 2
Folio" ing this
electi0n.
Bophuth ts-..ana and the 0thcr nine bta-..k ho nelands
resulting frum the apartheid system will no longer
exist. a< they "'ill he mcorporated into one nation.
tThe Washington Po t)
China
Beijing- Pn:rnier Li Peng refused to negotiate "''ith
v1s1t1ng U.S Secretary of State ,\arren Christopher
on the issue of human rights. The Clinton
Administration threatened to disrupt bilateral trade
unless c·hina discussed amending Hs human rights
poltc1es Thoui:h China 1e<.: ives a fa,nrablc U.S
tra c st,·us which equates t,, a 2, billion annual
trade urplu "'1th the United Sta , the (hine
guvernment is willing to lo e thi.s po ition so as to
avoid foreign mterferencc. (The Washington Post)

1 he tas k of creating total
indepe 1dence in Africa is yet to be
compli:ted, but much of w hat is
require d to ach ieve this goal is beset
by the ,ame political upheavals that
folio" e d th e achieveme nt of
indep ,:ndence in many o ther
countr ies, according to Dr. Femi
Jdowu , chair1n an of the Afr ican
Relief Fund.
Idowiu , a profess or of
mathematics at Howard University,
was address ing the bi-monthly
meeting of the African Students
Association on the topic, "The
Seco nd Ph ase of Afric ans'
Independence," at the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center on
Feb. 25.
The African Relief Fund is an
international organization that aims
to support development efforts in
Africa and to establish peace as a
prerequisite for such development
initiatives.
According to Idowu, the goal of
the first ph ase in the African
colon ial experience was to end
white political domination, to get
rid of colonization and to ensure
inde penden ce and unit y for
Africans. These early stages of the
"ques t for total independence"
repor ted great measures of success,
he said.
Embarking on the struggle's
seco nd phase, the questi o n of
political power redistribution was
not resolved, and this caused an
out-break of violence throughout
the A frican nations. It was this
violence that "snatched the dream"
away, he said.
According to Idowu, people of
Afric an descent must stop
continuousl y complaining while
doin g noth ing to correct their
predicaments. Instead, they must
"create ways in which we can
identify those who want to solve
problems fro m those who just want
to talk about it," he said.
ldowu said a major step in
recap turing the essence of the

\

\

Dr. Femi ldowu

"struggle" for independence is to
establish peace within the turbulent
countries.
"It is only after a sense of peace
has been achieved that we can hope
to begin the task of rebuilding," he
stressed. In accordance with this,
Idowu outlined how this could be
accomplished
through
his
organization:
Through
the
establishment of a peace fund and
a relief fund.
These funds will be use
wherever those of African descent
are in need. According to Idowu,
"We cannot just expect the rest al
the world to continue to take care of
our own people. We need to set up
our own African Relief Fund so that
we can react immediately whenever
and wherever we are needed. In s
doing, we no longer will have t:.-,-wait for thousands to die and be
televised world-wide or for the
United Nations to finally decide
that enough lives have been taken
before intervening."
The mathematician said that with
the Peace Fund working to secure
a temporary state of peace, the
Relief Fund would work to ensure
that skilled and professional people
of African descent contribute their
skills and services to the rebuilding
of villages or countries promptly
and effectively.
It is ldowu's strong belief that
these funds are the preliminar)'Jft
steps that "we, as a people, need
take in order to complete the second ~
phase of Africa's independence,,
/.II
which we embarked upon longi I
ago."

1
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live at New York University in the heart of Greenwich Village while
you work, do an internship, or just enjoy summer in the city.
• ~linutes from New York's busines.5 and cultural center..
• Apartment-style and traditional residences; single and double occupancy
• Outstanding sports-recreation facility
• O\er 1,000 cour.;es offered day and evening
Housing available May 22-August 13
For more infonnation, call toll free

l-800-282-4NYU,ext776
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BE GROOVY PRODUCTIONS
Presents

X-CELLENCE
with their New Hot Single (Baby Don't Rush)

THE LUNCHMEAT TOUR '94 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
COMEDY SHOW
I

At

Cramton Auditorium
W E D N E S D A Y , M A R C H 2 3'"',
1 9 9 4
u
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 , P.M.
SHOWTIME AT 7:30 P.M.
FEATURING COMEDIANS
J

"

SLICK RICK
MR.DOS
&
EARL BENZ
Also

''PHOBIA'' A PHAT

YNE PRODUCTION FASHION SHOW
PLUS
A TOUR TALENT SEARCH
SHOW YOUR TALENT
FEATURING D.C. 's own 2 of a Kind

Hosted by Howard University's Own Chidiadi Akoma

Music by D.J. John Doe
Tickets: $10.00 Adv./ $12.00 at the door
FIRST SO Ladies Half Price

Partial Proceeds to Benefit A.LD. S Education Alliance
CALL FOR MORE INFO (202) 667-9508 OR CRAMTON BOX OFFICE (202) 806-7198
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Monday, Mareh 21, 1994
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Tuesday, March 22, 1994
Wednesday, March 23, 1994
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for the above mentioned os1dons in the

: DAY,

BI , I 4 PM

Entry fee: $30 per team. Deadline for entry: Friday, April 8, 1994
Registration forms may be picked up in Room 106 Blackburn
Center. For information call 806-7009/10.
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H.U. "SHOWTIME"
MARCHING BAND
RECRUITMENT WEEK

THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

WHEN: April 4-8
WHERE: Armour]. Blackburn Centtr
Lower Lobby
TIME: 10:00 a. m - 3:00 p. m.

The Department ofMusic
Presents
The Howard University
Concert Band

ALL INTERESTED
STUDENTS ARE WELCOM

John Newson, Conductor
1na

I.

Festi.val Concert.
Guest Artist

Presents Its First Annual

Spring Mini-Camp
Roosevelt
Newson,
Piano

Charlie Young;
Saxophone

Perfonning
Rhapsody In Blue

Perfonning
The Carnival of
Venice

"Featuring"

Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Main Campus

THE

HQWI ARD

UN!\/ERS!II

S H O \\7 T I M E Al A R C H I A G

Fl.ag Twirler-Technique, Routines &
Try Outs

BISON BAND

Dancer- Technique, Routine
(Group & Individual) & Try Outs

THE
ANNUAL

Drum Major- Musicianship,
Leadership, Marching Styl.e & Try Outs

Sunday, April 17, 1994
4:00P.M

''HEYPERCUSSION/ST
CHECK THIS OUT... "

Woodwinds, Brass & PercussionEnsembl.e & Sectwn Pl.ayimg

April 11-15, 1994
From 6-8 P.M.
Howard University
College of Fine Arts
For More Information Call: (202) 806-7062 or S241

Presents

DRUM CLINIC
W/Jm: April 4-Bth, I 99-1
Where: The Co(J!ge ofFine Am
&11d Room. 8-002. BtiJemmt Level
Coordinator: Adolph E Wright
Associate Dirctor, Univmiry Bands
THIS CLINIC IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS PRF.Sf..\
ENROLLED AT HOWARD UNNERSlTY AND JR.
HIGH & HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN TflE
METROPOLITAN ARFA
••FEATURING: GUEST CLINICIANS
and PERFORMANCES•

'1T'S SHOWTIME .. "
For More Wonnation Call: (202) 806-7862 or 5241

'-------------- --

.
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RANDOM
THOUGHTS
WOMEN'S ffiSTORY
MONTH
The month of March has been
deemed Women's History
Month. And it's a fitting time to
commend the women of our
society on their great and numerous contributions.
They are our mothers, grandmothers, sisters, friends, leaders, educators and so much more.
Although it hasn't been easy,
women have made their contributions to this country since its
inception.
The past roles of women in our
society had been limited. The
phrase "behind every good man,
there is a good woman" seemed
to symbolize, in those times, the
status of women - behind. Conceptualizing the fact that women
could be more than just secondclass citizens was not feasible.
Today, women are in the forefront of our society. No longer are
they behind their men; they are
beside them. Socially, politically
and economically, women have
made great strides and improvements in this country. Women
are no longer limited to one particular role or confined to only
taking care of their men. Their
lives and roles are multifaceted
allowing for motherhood, personal gratifications and careers.
As important as it is to celebrate the contributions and metamorphasized roles of women in
our society, it is equally important to recognize and support
future strides and the true equality that is yet to come.

•
FINDING SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
By Shonda L. Huery
Hilltop Staff Writer

"I'll never make it to Howard,"
Phillip*, 13, said.
It is mid-day afternoon, and he
is walking down Georgia Avenue
swinging a bat in his hand, gazing
at Howard University's campus.
"Today, I'm going to my friend's
funeral. He gave me this bat,"
Phillip said. "My friends are getting
shot all of the time, and I have been
shot at a lot of times. Man .. .I'm
going to miss my homeboy," he
reflected.
Phillip, who has just been suspended from school for 25 days,
walks the University's campus from
time to time, in search of a quick

'

between 1990 and 1992. Since the
1980s, college enrollment of black
males took a downturn. Educators
are troubled by this statistic simply
because higher education is essential to a good job and a growing
income.

It is not just the low C?llege attendance rate; other problems plague
our community as well.
According to official figures,
unemployment in the AfricanAmerican community is over 10
percent.
Forty-four percent of AfricanAmerican children under the age of
18 live in families with income
below the poverty line. Congresswoman Maxine Waters of California expressed during a speech at

,._,.

•

-Melinda Spaulding
PRIDE
"I haunted the city dumps and
the trash piles behind hotels,
retrieving discarded linen and
kitchenware ... broken chairs...
Everything was scoured and
mended. This was part of the
training to salvage, to reconstruct, to make bricks without
straws."
-Mary McLeod Bethune
PLACES TO LIVE
American Demographics
Magazine has ranked the following 20 counties as the most
promising places for young professionals to live based on education, affluence and growth
rates. They are listed alphabetically by state:
*Shelby Co., Ala.
*Douglas Co., Colo.
• Jefferson Co., Colo.
*Fayette Co., Ga.
*Hamilton Co., Ind.
*Howard Co., Md.
*Dakota Co., Minn.
*Olmstead Co., Minn.
*Washington Co., Minn.
*Rockingham Co., N.H.
*Hunterdon Co., N.J.
*Somerset Co., N.J.
*Saratoga Co., N.Y.
*Delaware Co., N. Y.
*Chester Co., Pa.
*Williamson Co., Tenn.
*Fort Bend Co., Texas.
*Chesterfield Co., Va.
*Loudon Co., Va.
*Prince William Co., Va.
-Source: American Demographics Magazine, Ithaca,
N.Y.
CIGARETTES AND FIRE:
WHAT'S THE
CONNECTION'!
Thsts conducted by the National Institute of Standard and Tuchnology show that five brands of
cigarettes - More White Light
120s, More 120s, Virginia Slims
Superslims 100s, Capri Light
100s and Eve Light 120s - are
less likely to start fires.
NIST found that cigarettes
with small circumferences, lowporous paper and low tobacco
density were less likely to start
fires in soft furnishings.
"The brand names are only as
good as the tests that were run. In
the real world, that doesn't mean
much," said Walker Merryman, a
Tobacco Institute spokesman. "It
may be interesting as a laboratory experiment, but it doesn't
bring us any closer to conditions
as they exist in the real world."
-from The Washington Post,

dollar and a quick dinner.
Phillip is just one of many youth
within the Howard community who
feels as if Howard will never be
within his reach; he sees no reason
for dreaming and little use in hop•
1ng.
There are crack houses on many
corners, within blocks of the University's campus. In many of these
neighborhoods, crime is no
stranger, and poverty is no ghost.
Statistics to describe the problems
within this community are not foreign either.
According to the American
Council on Education, only 30 percent of black males who graduated
from high school attended college

Howard's Convocation ceremony
last September that when one's
family can't earn a decent living, it
makes getting an education and
making something of oneself that
much harder.
Statistics also show that every
year more than 1 million teens get
pregnant, and the birth rate for
black teens is double that of whites.
Eighty percent of teen mothers drop
out of school and only 56 percent
of them ever graduate.
According to the Center for Disease Control, as of January 1993,
an additional 120,000 to 190,000
people have contracted the AIDS
virus. For 1994, that is expected to
increase 10 to 20 percent, with the

highest number of cases in teenagers and heterosexual adults.
WHAT IS THE ANSWER?
Obviously, there is no clear-cut
solution to the myriad of problems
plaguing our communities nationwide; however, several people
believe the answer lies solely in
the hands of God.
Dean Bernard Richardson of the
Andrew Rankin Chapel believes
that we must first start with the
spirituality of our community.
"There must be a more spiritual base solution to get our community out of this predicament,"
Richardson said. "The spiritual
needs of the community must be
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met first."

Richardson added that there is a
spiritual and moral crisis in our
community and in the world.
"The issues before us are so complex that we must begin somewhere. Therefore, let's begin with
the spiritual aspects of the community," Richardson said.
According to Dr. Granville
Seward, a recent speaker at Metropolitan Baptist Church, "It will take
the power of God to really make a
difference in our community. We all
have the right attitude and the right
words, but we don't have the right
power," Seward said.
According to Seward, this power
that he speaks about only comes
from God.
"Why is it that we have every
program for this problem, but there
still are more black men in jail than
ever before, more black young people dying than ever before, more
black teen-agers having babies than
ever before?" Seward asked.
"We can move a person out of
the slums and put them into the suburbs, but if we don't have the power
to change his/her heart and nature,
that person will be the same person
living in the slums. We must plug
into the correct power source,
which is God," Seward said.
Faith Luster, a sophomore
majoring in Jazz Studies, believes
that God is the answer. But she says
many Howard students do not hear
that enough.
"It's time for the people at
Howard University to tell others
that solutions to any problems can
only be found through God," Luster said.
Luster added that the majority
of the students, professors and staff
members recognize that if it weren't
for God, they would not be here.
"We need to spread the word to
those persons in the Howard community that have lost hope, and tell
them that there is hope through
God."

Luster said that there are organizations on campus that have the
right motives, but are not actually
making a difference.
"It is time out for all the talking,
let's do some walking," Luster said.
Richardson, students, Howard
administrators and community per-

empowerment series, which will
try to tackle some of the issues facing our community. The series will
take place March 17-18.
"We have decided that we must
do something about the problems
within our community. . .in the
midst of this series we will first deal

sonalities are coming together to
address the spiritual needs of the
community as well as the campus.
This group of organizers has formulated a campus and community

with the spiritual need of the community, by proclaiming that God is
the only answer to any problem,"
Richardson said.

Afro-Plane takes black alternative music to another level
By Melinda Spaulding
Hilltop Staff Writer

Lately, the city of Atlanta has
been producing a well-known core
of original, diverse and profitable
artists; the group Afro-Plane,
although non-mainstream, possesses the potential to become an
integral part of that core.
The Afro-Plane consists of four
young men: Khalil McIntosh,
known as Moon; Houston Perry,
known as Blues; Christopher Turner, known as Soggi, which stands
for Son of God with Great Intelligence; and Rodney Oliver as Brother Nous, which is the Egyptian
word for reality.
The group members, who range
in age from 18 to 20, say they
embody the voice of "the kid from
the hood, the voice of hope," and
their music reflects this. AfroPlane's sound is a combination of
retro- '60s, ·'70s funk and an
attempt at today's hip-hop style.
Although hip-hop is very diverse
and encompasses many different
styles, calling Afro-Plane a hipbop aroup is a bit of a stretch.

The argument against labeling
groups could definitely arise in the
case of Afro-Plane. Categorizing a
group that integrates so many different sounds, including rock, is
somewhat difficult. If there were
such a category as Alternative
Rhythm and Blues, then this group
would certainly be placed there.
"Psychadialectichyphnofunk" is
how these Afrocentric optimists
describe their songs. They base
their songs on what they know and
have experienced.
"We all grew up listening to old
blues and soul, but our music is
based on situations we see in our
community today," Perry said.
The lyrics are inspiring and
address some of the problems of
our community. For example,
"Daisy's Mission" is about a girl
who tries to gain power by trading
sex for cash, and "Tin Soldier" is a
song about the pitfalls of drug deal•
1ng.
But it's the way that Afro-Plane
translates their musical influences
of their childhood and transfers
them into concise harmonies, diversity and strong bass lines that will
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grab the attention of many non-traditional and possibly mainstream
listeners.
Sedrick Woods, manager of
Atlanta-based Kane productions,
calls the group the "voice of the
generation."

This may very well be, but one
of the downfalls to Afro-Plane is
that what they are doing has been
done before. A distinct sound can
not be pinpointed and attributed to
another group, but the angle taken
to tackle social ills may remind
some of another Atlanta-based
group - Arrested Development.
The intent of Afro-Plane is obvious, but one cannot help but have
visions of Butterfly from Digable
Planets when listening to the cut
"Caesarian Born Solution."

Fortunately, the taste in music
today is expanding and many are
becoming more open-minded and
accepting of non-traditional groups.
As a result, there is more room for
groups like Afro-Plane, which
allows for continued diversity and
a larger sector of non-traditional
black music.
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riter, publisher shares talents with community
Lonzie Symonette writes inspirational meditations; sheds light on contemporary slavery
By Nicole R. Alexander
Hilltop Staff Writer

Out of all the zillions of
people in the world, there are a
few who dare to dream, hope and
aspire. There are even fewer who
possess the will to carry out their
dreams, hopes and aspirations.
Lonzie Symonette is one of
the few.
Fourteen years ago, Symonette
was inspired to write her first
book, A New Slave Song.
However, none of the publishing
companies that she contacted
would publish the book. But
Symonette would not let her
dream be so easily deferred.
"No one would publish A New
Slave Song. I sent the manuscript
out, but no one would publish it.
Since they wouldn't, I decided to
do it myself," Symonette said. "I
turned my dining room table into
my layout room, opened an
account with the smallest
number of checks and a penny,
,
and I learned how to use a

computer."
She desk-top published her
book under her own publishing
company, LMS Publishers, and
then it was contracted by Thomas
Nelson Publishers, the largest
publisher of Christian books.
The logo for LMS Publishers
is a lock with a key inside.
Symonette says this is an
appropriate logo because of its
meaning.
"When all of the doors have
been closed, remember God has
the · key. Just ask him for it. I
couldn't get anyone to publish
my book, but through God I
found a way to do it myself. Now
I have a book that is being
circulated," Symonette said.
Recently Symonette revised
A New Slave Song
and
published it under the title He
Calls Me By The Thunder. The
new book contains meditations

on spiritual freedom and the
slavery of African Americans.
Symonette said the book's
meditations are short and easy to
read quickly.
She decided to write the book
because she said she saw that
many
people
were
in
contemporary slavery.
"The Lord inspired me to
write the book and show, through
the tragedy of our ancestors and
slavery, contemporary slavery,"
Symonette said. "You can look
right out on Georgia Avenue and
see people in spiritual bondage.
And not only on Georgia Avenue,
but in Colorado Springs, and all
over the country... all over the
world."
In the first chapter of He Calls
Me By The Thunder, Symonette
writes: "I have gained a dignity
which my ancestors were not
allowed. I have worth; status;
value; and a new, refreshing view
of life."
"[African Americans] are a
part of a large family. Our
ancestors, people who have gone
on before us, have helped us
become who we are today. They
have made me a more assertive
and proud African- American
woman. I appreciate who l am
better because of the knowledge
that I've gained through research
of my proud history and heritage.
"If our ancestors could survive
and accomplish things despite
all of the terrible situations and
hardships that they struggled
through, then we better do it. We
have an obligation to achieve ,"
Symonette wrote.
When it comes to her career,
Symonette is multifaceted. Aside
from being an author and owner
of LMS Publishers, she is also an
assistant minister at Payne
Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Colorado
Springs, Colo.; a speaker; and a
student at the Nazarene Bible

all these things. When you put
Christ first, the energy to
accomplish things coines from
Christ. He's the only way that I
could do this," Symonette said.
Symonette also credits her
husband and their two daughters
for making her tasks less
difficult.
"My husband and my
daughters
are
extremely
supportive of me. I'm truly
blessed to have their love and
support," Symonette said.
Symonette has many plans for
the future. She is working on
producing another book ti tied
Everyday Soaring, and she will
continue to write Sunday school
curriculum
for
African
Methodist Episcopal churches'
adult Sunday school classes.
Her other plans include the
production of a children's book.

Symonette is currently working
on a children's coloring book
about African-American history.
She first came up with the idea
for the coloring book when her
daughters were in pre-school.
She said their curriculum lacked
information
on
AfricanAmerican history. She talked to
the principal of the school and
developed an African-American
history coloring book that was
used at the school. Symonette is
now "fine tuning" the coloring
book for mass publication.
Symonette also plans to
conduct do-it-yourself desk-top
publishing seminars. She says
that with these new projects, she
hopes to have a busy and
productive future.

VITAL STATISTICS
Name: Lonzie Symonettee
College. Symonette also is the
wife of Norman Symonette and
the mother of Howard University
students Erika and Stephanie
Symonette.
As a s peaker, Lonzie
Symonette
has
traveled
throughout the Western United
States. speaking at Christian
women's retreats. She also has
had speaking engagements at
mother/daughter functions.
"At my speaking engagements.
I tell women what brought me to
Christ and how I be came a
Christian. I tell them what my
life was like before I became a
Christian and how much more
fulfilling my life 1s now,"
Symonette said.

Symonette also spoke at
Howard University in the Human
Ecology building in October
1992.
With all of her speaking
engagements and work as an
author and assistant minister.
Symonette mu st make time for
s tudying. She is currently
completing her education in
Biblical Studies and Christian
Education.
Symonette says that her busy
schedule is never too hectic.
" l can accomplish all of the
projects that I am involved in
because I give Christ first place
in my life. I realize that I cannot
accomplish anything by myself.
Christ works through me to do

Profession: Author, Publishing

Company Owner, Assistant Ministe
and Speaker
Place of Birth: Fitzgerald, Fla.
Words of Wisdom: "Someone once:
said that wisdom is taking what
you have and doing the best that
you can with it.''
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Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II, PLUS the Apple StyleWriter II.

Only $1,472 after $100 rebate!

Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh• LC 475 with
an Apple®StyleWriter®II or LaserWriter,® you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple.' That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC'" perfor-

mance in the future, if you need it. But that's not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while suppUes last. That's a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't.

®

Apple

For more information visit the University Bookstore
or contact Mykl L. Gormley or Al Payne
at 806-6658 from 8:30-5:30, Mon-Fri.
*Price above does not include tax!
'Offer 1,alid through 3131194 or while supplies las!. See your AulhorizedApple Campus Reseller for details. Offer i•oid where prohibited by lam ©1994 AfJple Compuler, Inc. All right~ resen1ed. Apple, !be Apple logo, LaserWrifer; ,\faci111dsb and StyleWriter are registered tmdemllrksofApple Computer. /11c. PoutrPC is a lmdemark of /11/ema/ional Business Machines Corporalion. used under license 11:erejrom

'
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Play brings to stage inner-city life experiences
By Oerrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Slaff Wrtter

..
Ha rry Tate port rays dow n and out Calvin Hawkins in "Get To Tomorrow."

For recovering drug addict-turned
actor I larry 'Tote, struggling to ..Get
to Tomorrow" is something he knows
from personal c~pcricnce.
'lllte, who stars as the lead in Roy
Barber's original play .. Get To
Tomorrow... saw his own history of
substance abw,e and strained family
ties through his character, Calvin Sr.
'1lle play was very related to some
of the experiences I had with my
,on... late remembered. ..M}
character showed me that it's
important to be humble and
accepting of others no matter what
their circumstance and that
sometimes it's stronger to bend a
I inlc than to put all your energy into
trying not to break...
.. Get to Tomorrow .. is the ;tory of
an inner-city family broken by a
father whose dangerous street life
landed him in jail, a mother whose
lonelincs., dn:,~c her to the company
of another man. a son who idolizes
his less-than-perfect father and a
daughter who i.ays she hates him.
But it\ Cal Sr.'s recovery as an

addict, a father, a husband and a lawabiding citizen that becomes the
overridingsourcc of contention in the
play.
.. We got each other. We got
enough to make a start,.. was Cal Sr.'s
sincere and simple remedy for the
pain he found his family in upon his
release from jail.
Set in a small, inner-city apartment
with a view of the Capitol, "Get to
Tomorrow .. was written by white
playwright Roy Barber as a true
account of the troubles and triumphs
of a black famil) in a negative
environment trying to make positive
Mrides.
According to Barber, his race did
not stand in the way of his showing
how '"Get to Tomorrow"' is a
metaphor for many dysfunctional,
inner-city families trying to pick up
the pieces of a broken family-life.
.. In the last four years, I have just
lx.-cn overwhelmed by the violence in
Washington D.C.." Barber said.
.. With this play. I researched and
interviewed several fam ilies and
individuals "hose stories were the
ones that I felt needed to be told."
And judging from the commcnL's
and words of praise from several

audience members both during and
after the pill}\ Barber was succcs_~ful
in his attempt to be true to the
real ities of the black inner-city
family.
..This is the first play where I felt
the problems of black people were
humanized in a positive light," said
Washington, D.C., resident, Darryl
Stanfield...1t•s plays like this that
really show that it ·s okay for bad
things to happen because good things
usually follow."
And for Barber, the good that came
from Cal Sr.'s disheartening Mrugglc
to reclaim his family and ..make it all
right" was the hope of better days to
come.
" I frankly went looking for hope
- anything that might be hopeful,"'
said Barber of his rescarch for the
play. " I heard stories of random
brutality both within the home and
on the streets, the passing down of
patterns of abuse and the horrible
pain of the addict who cannot stop
using."
.. Get to "Jbmorrow•· is showing at
the Source T'1c:11rc. 1-135 14th St.,
N.V.✓., until April 3. For tickets. call
the Source Theatre at (202) 4621073.

Many inusic videos face network's 'electronic scapel'
lliguel Burke

fhc t inal result is not be the video
that the artist originally intended
for the viewer to ,cc.
SIIOllp Doggy Dogg. Or. Dre
At major video networks like
IIU:Tang Clan arc ju,t a few of BEr. VI I-I and The Box all videos
arti,ts who haw c,1u,cd the
that arc submitted for airplay mu-i
nh and ethic, commiuee of be previewed by their own
,idoo nct\\Otk, to rai,e their ,tam.lards and ethics committee
and must compl)· ttl each nct\H>rks
ro11, when the) '·'"
Mc content in video, that
tndividual standards to be
uti,ts submitted for airplay. considered for airplay. If the video
t1Jcos have all entered the docs not meet the committee·,
approval then the
video can either
be defocused or
sent back 10 the
record company to
be edited and
resubmi11cd for
airpla) depending
on the amount of
editing that needs
to be done. Some
- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ' of the
main
reasons that videos
arc edited arc
\
because artists
0
endorse offensive
paraphernalia.
••
network
affiliations "ith
sponsor(s) .111d
some
videos
violate standards
: - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - ' set by network.
If a minimal amount of
groom of their parent record
:panics and undergone the editing is needed, then the network
nic scape) to give the video can either edit footage or dcfocu,
an image in a video in
tcrc acceptable image when
approximally
10 minutes.
arc resubmitted for airplay.
Staff Wrtter

...

""

Defocusing is a process which
makes an image on a video
unrecognizable. If a greater
amount of editing is needed. then
the , idco is returned to record
comapny for editing. !'hh can take
dav, to rc,hoot ,1 ,cenc in a video.
BE r has" ,trict policy in which
suhmittcd videos must adhere to in
t>rdcr to receive airplay. In an
effort to set an example for the
community. BET has a Mrict ··no
guns.. policy that docs not allow
artists to have guns in their videos.
If a video is submitted by an
aritM that advocates or shows the
artist with a gun. it is defocused.
They also refuse to ,how videos in
which women arc objectified.
Profanity. racial and sexual
preference discrimination and
excessive violence also cause
videos to fail to receive the
approval of the commiuce.
Kevin 1hylor. Music Researcher
at BET said. ··Bers standards for
music videos are so well known
throughout the music industry that
we generally don·1 have to request
a lot of edits. But when \\C do. the
l,1hcls and the video directors arc
,er) coopcrati,c. Our common
goal 1, 10 get the best product on
the air. so its to our collccttvc
advantage to work together.
Scott Williams. Assitant to
Press and Public Relations at The
Box. feel\ that the standards and
ethic, committee is fairly lenient
with accepting the videos that

District program reinforces
artistic education for youth
Amesa Howell
~ Staff Writer

Tht Wa,hington Very Special
program is helping District
~, find safe and constructive
to a,oid the streets.
Thi, program. also known as
\~A. is a community-based
·profit arts in education
iution serving children and
•~ adults in the Washington
litan area.
The Washington Very Special
>program was started in 1981
Dr Richard Riccio and some
·,•it) College students, as a
~u11e student project. Since
.the college has provided both
1pacc and student tutors for
~ram.
Kathryn Johnson. WVSA
·11c executive director, said
program is unique because it
students who have special
J1, whether they arc prergartcners or 21 year olds.
·we help children who have
rning disabilities, physica I
ilitic:, and those who don't
understand English,.. Johnson
. The prngrum places all
hcipants in an integrated
lllg. l,O those with specia l needs
I be able to discover their
g1bs, abilities and confidences
1
- :0Ugh the use of visual arts,
~,c writing. drama, dance and
Ilic.
lohnson, who has worked with
)OUlhs for about two and a half

years. said one of the mi!.Sions of
WVSA is to help young people
gain employment through visual
arls.
So far. the program seems to be
working.
Afterschool job sites for the
program have been established at
J.O. Wilson Elementary School,
Bankroft and Cardo.w Senior I ligh
School. Before working at these
designated sites, the students are
required to attend a training session
at one of the three training sites:
'Trinity College, Cardozo Senior
High School or Mamie D. Lee
School. During training, the youth
arc taught to write resumes and
given lessons in the skills needed
to become entrepreneurs.
Johnson added that ,tudents arc
paid through the D.C. Department
of Employment Services.
.. They [students] spend nine
hours on the job doing clerical
work, filing or whatever task that's
geared toward thei~ ~arcer goal~\
and six hours at Trinity College,
she said.
llowevcr, the five part-time
artists and four full-time staff
members who work with the
program do not on ly work with
the youth. The artists also rn,truct
the teachers on how to incorporate
art into their regular teaching
methods,
·'Some artists went to Bancroft
Elementary, a school in Mt.
Pleasant that we've been working
with for three years now, and
helped the students to make a quilt

using different cut-out shapes
when the class was learning about
shapes,.. Johnson explained.
Approximately 50 students
enrolled in the aftcrschool program
arc being taught drug and AIDS
awareness, as well as conflict
resolution.
.. We want them to learn to
express anger in constructive rather
than destructive ways," she
stressed...So .we break them up
into groups of two or three and give
them a scenario to play out, and
they have 10 come up with a
constructive and a destructive
resolution.''
Recently, the program ·s future
w:JS uncertain. Because of a lack of
city-wide funds. the program was
facing a budget cut al the end of
this month. Luckily. after the
students banned together and
voiced their opinions through a
letter 10 Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly,
the funding was restored.
The approximated $110,000
budget for the Washington Very
Specia l Arts program is provided
with the help of the D.C.
Departmen t of Emp loyment
Services, the Freddie Mac
Foundation. the U.S. Department
of Education and the D.C. Public
Schoo l-Vocational Education
Branch.
For those interested in
supporting the program, check out
The Arts Arc Magic Festiva l 1994
on April 14 at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts
starting at 9:45 a.m.

artists submit because the ,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - ~
viewers arc the ones
requesting the videos.
··we allow the
art i,1,
10
express
themselves to what our
board
of
directors
rnnsidcr, good ta,tc We
have , idco, that arc
subm ittcd 10 u,. Then they
arc viewed by a standards
practice board. They'll
make the decision whcter
the content is ok.
Ultimately it's the viewers
themselves bccvau,c they
arc the ones programming
our network... Williams
,aid.
Aside from FCC
regulations that all video
networks arc required to
follow, the only thing that
The Box objects to is
blatant profainty.
VH-1 rarely ha, to have
videos edited because they
do not show hip-hop and
heavy metal videos. the
main type of videos that
need 10 be edited for
offensive material.
··1t\ ,imp ly because
that arc not allowed on our
··we don·1 edit anv video, on our channel.''
advertisers buy time from us ... said
channel. .. said Janis Untcrweiscr.
Signagc.
product Untcrwciscr.
public relation, officer... If we placement, is one of the major
Nudity and extreme
accept the video for air, it then
things that will cause a video to violence, which is rarely in the
goes to standards and practices to need editing because VH-1, like videos that arc :,ubmitted arc other
view the video and they view the other video networks. profits off of things that will cause a video to
video and make the decision if it, sponsors who advertise with the need editing.
fit for air. There arc certain things network,

MUSlC TELEVISION

YOU CONTROL~

Sweet

I

....~•

Dnr S..-ttt, Sour and Spl~,

~

I am a fourtb)Cat student who ha.< had a cru,h on
~ th1> guy since sophomore )CaL He know, who I ant by
,:
face, but I am nol ,u..., if he rxmcmber, my name. We
..,, e'CChanged numbe" a while .,go. bu1 he n.-cr called. I
1

need a male a.~ \\ell as a female opinion on thi, one:. If I

:::, JUst up and call him now. and he doesn't remember my
~ name, I think rn be crushed. What •hould I do?

It =n1> to me that nothing '"II hawcn if )OU do
Thu II OC\tt gd 10 ln<rN this guy
fxtter 1[ )()U ju..;;1 Mt around wailing for him 10 call.
Since he ha, nol called thus far, I think it\ a s.lfe be1
f'k\t make tt mo\'c.

(') that he will nol call anitime s00n. ¼u h.l\c nothing to
&,. lose. "' I "'Y )OU ,hould call. If he ~snt remember
)Un. it W\>n"t hurt 10 refresh hi:, memory. At lca...,L you

ti= find )<'UT>Clf in a fulfilling n,~, rcfalionship.

\.\'OUld ~3ci,fy )'Our own curiou~ity. At ffl()'.,I. )'OU might

I;='
.....

~

O
rl,J
~

..:,
:l:;

Js

f

J 000·1 know why you re wa.,ting your lime
th1nkmg about lht, guy when he's obvious!) not
C
thinking about you. If he welT thinking about )-OU, hc·d It
J1>,t, c-•tled )OU a long umc ago. Ne,,, if a girl gives me ~
her number and 1·01 interested, I call her. If I'm not
~
intcrc-,.ted thtn I won·t. Not to sound mean, but

~

sometimes I don't understand how Haward women can :::,,
be so stupid. You talk alxou1 how yoo get i·our feeling.s
,
hurt hy men when all )ou·re doing is scltini: )Ourself
r1J
up to gel hurt If he wa.,n't intelTSltd 1hen, he ""n'I be
110w. If you call him and he hurL, )"ur foecling,,, all
"I

i

you·rc going to ,;ay i~ H~arJ men art no good. Do

~

~

C
"I

IHarCru.<h,
lkarCru-h,

,

~

is NOT on 111• line in thi< case. so go ahead .md call
him. And if he o;¢tms genuinely h.ippy lo hear fmm•
)OU, then ,,,u·n be j?lad )UU did.

*f

....Jrd-iear cn,sh

~

....,.

seems rud¢ or di~inte~tcd, jmt wrap up the
con,cr..ation and go Qn about your businc;SS. )our p,idc

-Sour

"'
(')

j

living lifo to the fulle.sl. If )'OU call him ,ind he doc,, not ~
remember ,,ou. so \\ru,r1 Ifs oot lil-c )OU ,pilled )our ~
~
h<•rt tor him and <.led.ired your und)ing '"'°'"• and if he

}\lW>Clf a r.,ur and leave well enough lllonc.
Dar c ru., b,

Nothing ,1entu1Td, nothing gained Look around
)OU, and ial c notice of all of the suc,-cssru! and happy
p«,ple )<>U ,,-c. If you look closel), }OU might realil•
th.u 1hey oil ha,·c ""melhing in common. lbey ha,., all
L-.kcn risks of some rypc. Whether tha1 ri,k i, taJ..ing on
a difficult second job or »king the guy in class for his
number, 111.:se people all realize U,e importance of

:!:
'
r,i

The v1nn expn-ned in lhis rolunu, do Ml n,-re.uarit,·
r<!jkt·r
ofnw HILL10P. Jfy,,u ha,, "''Y O
questions fur S•'C<'l•n,'witr or fer Spic,, hru,g }Ortr Ill
letter to The HIU1DP. :!251 Sh,,mwnA•~ .• NIV., or It
lea,.., )'OUT lt·ller in 1/rt l/lUTOP mailbox t• tlie Offi« Cl;
o/S1uden1 Ac1M1ies.
~

the,.,,,.,

Swe~t -n- Sour Sweet -n- Sour S H'eet -n- Sour S weet -n- ..,.
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In Assodatio11 with:

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Office of Student Activities
Sance 1987, over 500 spmted volunteers across
America have been honored for their community &
campus service. Tell us about Voluntcerism • your
own or that of a.nother.

Winners Receive

10AM-2PM

BANK:ONE.
Whatever it takes~

Tu

'VOL'l.l!N:;PE/E/1(
SPI1?]'Y

Presented by

Bring your resume and get
Internship details on March 21st
in the. West Ballroom of the
Blackburn University Center.

Mi
th1

• Awards Ceremony
• 5 Shares of General Motors
Corporation Common Stock
• Recognition Plaque

Deadline for applications is:

Fri., March 25,1994
Applications available at:
Office of Student Activities
Blackburn Center, Suite 113

(202) 806-7000
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SPORTS
~ison end disappointing season
with loss to A & T, look to next year
ibicaM.L.ewis

~ SI.I Witer

for rnosl of 1he 1993-94

eii11e ba,ke1ball season,

by the Bison in the closing
seconds. The extra se.,sion saw the
Aggies. who had not beaten
Howard in ei1hcr of the two regular

season mec1ings be1ween the
schools 1his year. 1ake advan1age of
several Bison 1urnovcrs to outscore
them 11-7 in overtime.

~

·Bu1ch" Beard paced the
frusm11ed with
1, be ,aw in his ream . Lust
,. Beard's pacing and the
·, came 10 an end us the
Men\
11J Un1versily
1 •:!\111 ream fell 10 1he Aggies
,:rthCatolina A&T 61-57 in
1.Jterfinal round of 1he 1994
tE.btcrn Alhletic Conference
hlffi(nl
ft a ,cry fru,truling year
"·• Beard ,aid. "For some
•c JUSI found ways no1 10

~,e,. of1en

•J.,

r

Wuh 1he o,cr11me loss, lhe
,ho v.ae ,eeded ,ixlh m
i::,;rnarncnt. limshed their long
llll l'llh an o,'l!rall record of
', 7-10 in 1he MEAC. The
~1-lh~c seeded Aggies. 16il'(IJII, •em on 10 capture the
l\C championship c rown
1n an 87-70 victory over
Carolina S1a1c. Al press
s.Svnh Carolina A&T faced
11:iuon\ number one 1eam,
,,- 1n the lirM round of the
•al Collegiate A1hle1ic
iuon'\
baske1ball
fm(OI

~ the

end of regulauon, the
,,. knolled al 50 after a
,.:d ...:on ng opporiu ni tie,

Center Grady Livi ngston led t he Bison in scoring and rebo u nding
last week against 11,e Aggies o f North Carolina A & T.

Howard has nor had much
success with North Carolina A&T
in past conference 10urnaments.
In fact, in the 13 MEAC
tournament maich-ups be1wei:n
the two, the Bison have won only
once, a 66-63 victory in the 1981
tournament final. From 1982 10
1988, the Bison los1 to the Aggies
in ,ix finals and one scmi-li rml
ma1ch-up.
The Bison were led by junior
Grady Livingston in scoring and
rebounding. The seven foot center
earned a double-double. capturing
17 points and 14 rebounds.
Li vi ngston. who is second among
the nation's players in shots
blocked, had six rejec1ions on the
night. The only other Bison player
to score in double figures was
junior forward Sean Turley who
scored 12 poims.
According 10 Beard, his p layers
played hard, but did not mentally
approach lhe game or lhe season
very well.
" I don·1 think that they were
mentally ready 10 play all ,eason
long,.. Beard suid.
The Bison finished 1he season
wi1h five consecu1ive losses,
winning nine of their final 11
contes1s. Beard said 1ha1, for now,
he will 1ry 10 get this season out
of his sys1em. But his coaching
staff and the team wi II bcgi n
preparmg for ncx1 season in a
couple of weeks.

irapplers end season on promising note
lsha Riggins
li:S1aH½1er

S 1urday. March 5, when
/111\\ard ~•udcnts were
ng for the la,1 home
.ball game. the Howard
,•1il) Grapplers were
.r.g in !heir las1 wrestling
I: .flhe season.
The Grapplers 1raveled 10
11lle. Penn., 10 compete in
fls•ero Regional Wrestling
:!lCOI. According to Paul
:i. head coach for the
. Ibis 10urnamen1 is lhe
. ng tournament for the lhe
:ii Collegiate Athletic
·n v.restling 1ournamenL
:.aeo learns competed in the
'-"'<nt The first place winner
~' ~eight class qualifies for
:..1ional 1ournamen1. In
bc.1wo wild card po,itions

of wresllcrs who did nor win first
place in their c lass were vo1ed on
by the coaches in the 1ournamen1.
While none of 1hc Grapplcrs
placed first in their class. three
members - Scan Clayton. Cohn
Thompson and Alphonso Taylor
-placed among the top sh of !heir
weight class.
Taylor and Thompson were bolh
in a position 10 claim wild card
slots. but unfortunately !hey were
no1 selec1ed.
"I was disappointed that I did
no1 get to go to the national
tournament, but I am excited about
ne,t1 year because 1he guy who
beat me is a graduating senior.
This opens up the floor for me
during the next three years," Taylor
said.
"Even though nobody won first
place this year. I am glad thm we

went becau~ we showed a lot of
impro,emenl. Las1 year, we placed
las1 out of all the schools, and no
one placed in 1heir division. This
year WC placed 7th OUI of I I
schools. while aho having three of
our wrestler, placing in 1heir
division." said Andre Mitchell. a
wrestler in the 167-pound weight
class.
In prcpara1ion for 1he 1ournamen1, 1he Grapplers practiced
hard.
"It does not mailer what
happens in 1he regular season;
what mailers is how one wrestles
during the 1ournament You ha,e 10
be prepared 10 wrestle your best
thnt day," Mi1chell said.
"What it came down 10 was if
you just had a good day. not if you
have a good season. You can beat
a guy 1wice in the regular season

Any suggestions for the
Sports page?
at 806-6686

RACUSE

ABROAD

Introducing our newest star...
Harare, Zimbabwe
The Africa study abroad center program includes:
• Two-week orientation in Harare with a weekend
visit to Great Zimbabwe
• Required coursework In language and culture
• Coursework also available In African-American
studies. anthropology, biology, geography, history,
.
literature, political science, religion, and women s studies
• Optional traveling seminar with visits to locations such as
Bulawayo, Hwange. Victoria Falls, and the country of Zambia
■ Independent study and Internships available
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Academic scholarships and study abroad grants

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DM SION OF INTERNATIONAL P ROGRAMS ABROAD

■ 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse. New York

1-800-235,3472 ■ 315-443-3471

Kentucky Stale
James Madison
St. Peter's
Jackson State
Long Island
Northeastern
Southern Cal.
Winston-Salem St.
Old Dominion
N.C. A&T
S.C. State
UMES
Delaware St.
Bethune-Cookman
Florida A&M
Morgan State
Coppin State
Coppin State
Bethune-Cookman
-Florida A&M
UMES
N.C.A&T
S.C. Stare
Delaware State
Louisville
Morgan State
N.C. A&T

69-62
71-94
63-75
69-75
67-41
62-64
65-107
71-63
60-74
66-65
87-100 (4 OT)
88-66
66-67
60-65
93-83 (OT)
86-72
60-72
62-79
60-65
78-70
56-64
77-68
75-82
85-91
65-108
73-75
57-61 *

*Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference quarterfinal game.

Monica's Thoughts On...
conege Basketball
The "madne.\s" has rewrncd. For the past two weeks, teams from
all over lhe country ha,'I! been slaking their claim to participate in lhe
NCAA basketball tournament. March Madness, as il is affectionately
called. always seems to bring out lhe true competiti,e spirit of college
basketball reams. It also brings along its fair share of upsets, from lhe
Cinderella 1eams 10 lhe elite teams being just lhaL-e li1e. From Morgan
State's quarterfinal upset over MEAC powtrhousc Coppin S1a1e las1
week in lhe conference'< championship 1ournament. which snapped
Coppin\ 35-gdme MEAC winning streak, to lhe Univer,ity of Virginia
dropping Duke in the ACC's semi-final, Mylhing can and usually does
happen
Many people thm I 1alk 10 believe that this is probably lhe most
e,citiog time in ,ports. bolh professional and collegia1e. Everywhere
you turn !here are office pooh floating around on which teams will be
lhe Final Four. Every newspaper S()OrL\ section has dedicated al least
six pages 10 all lhe 1ournament happenings. Yes. !here is a certain
madness !hat goes around with lhe NCAA tournament
AL this very momenL young men and women are playing their hearts
oul 10 make it 10 1he final round. Some will, while others have 10 wait
until neltt seu,oo. For the men. !hose who are eligible 10 enter the NBA
draft might go pro: while for 1he "omen. the only real option is to head
ovcr,;ea,. But for now. they all are concentrating on one lhing-winning!
So, sn back and enjoy what you are about to see. I guarantee lhat
lhe une.~peceted will take place. I have my fourteams in mind, but going
on my history of predictions, I think I' II keep 1he111 10 myself for now!

WORKSH OPON
INTERNATIONAL REPORTING
***

Contact the Sports Editor

SY

and come 10 lhe tournament, have
a horrible day. and ge1 bear by the
same guy you easily won over."
Taylor agreed
This year's Grappler, showed
some i mpro,.cment on last season\
squad. Thi, time last season. the
team was in de;pera1e need of
wrestlers because every weight
class was no1 represcn1ed. But !his
year, with the help of a solid
recruiting effort, 1he 1eam showed
progress and potential.
"At lhe tournament, a lot of1he
different schools commented on
the improvemenl of our team this
yc.ir... Taylor said.
Couon agreed wilh 1cam member, !hat 1he season was somewhal
of a success and 1hat 1hey will
con1inue 10 strive 10 pu1 Howard
University wres1ling on the map.

1993-94 Bison Men's
Basketball Scoring Results
(First number is the Bison score)

13244-4170

VENUE: W EST TOWER PLAZA COMMUNITY
ROOM
DATE: WEDNESDAY. MARCH 23, 1994
TIME: 6 p_M.
PRESENTER; EYVETTE COLLYMORE, EDITO R O F
INTER-PRESS SE RV!CE. AN INTERNATIONAL
NEWS AGENCY AND RADIO PRODUCER WITH
THE CARI BBEAN NEWS AGENCY
SUBJECT: IMPERATIVES IN
INTE RNATIONAL RE PORTER
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS CAN CONTACT
OMOWALE ELSON AT 806-6866 OR 806-4736
INTERNSI-IIPS WITH IPS WI LL ALSO
BE DISCUSSED.

I:
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A NEW COMEDY FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "BACKDRAIT" AND "PARENTHOOD:'
MICHAEL

GLENN

MARISA

RANDY

ROBERT

KEATON CLOSE TOMEI QUAID DUVALL
AND

I

A behindthe-lines
look at work,
•
marriage
and other
forms of
r.ombat.

\RO\ HO\\\RD 111

An everyday adventure.

Tickets art on sale now
at Cramton Box Office

l\!AGtl E\llRIAt'\[\1 r~l[\11 AIRl.l\ Gi\ZER IRODlmO\ •JHE r.\1ER . \ ~\.\DY \l\\Jl\.\ .•. ,,. S' ~\\DY \l\l)l\.\ ' ,; JO~\[.\[[ \(i
1:1JODD HAllO\llllt\] D\lA\ IEllERI ,,, ,DA\ID KOErr · !Rl\.\ G~\IER (\] fREDERl[K IOllO 'D\\ID KOtir i IIT1HE\ KO Err
,~ll,~E- IRI-i1Z"ii~ 1. g- 1•'"11<'""1' " 1 •~?Ro.1tto~1RD l'l.iR~1~.,.~,,iH&\ 1~nl~\l}.m~ ~~,~

•

$10.00 Stadents w/ ID
$15.00 General Admission

•

ec1a nea review
New Series

•
·I·
..

·,

:,

.......
'

The dynamic leader of Spelman College speaks
out on how we can make our world a place of .
peace and justice.
· ···

From the animators
of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Tim Curry,
Nancy Travis and Dweezil Zappa.
With music by Frank Zappa.

"Conversations is must reading for Americans of
all races." -Alvin F. Poussaint, M.D.

"Reading Conversations is like sitting at the kitchen
table with a loving and trusted aunt who has much
to say and the courage and eloquence to say it."
-Atlanta Journal•Constitution

®

NETWORK

Saturdavs 10:JOPM/9:30 central

NOW

I N PA P E RBACK

Available wherever books are sold

.

·

. ··

A
ANCHOR BOOKS
9°

A division of Bantam Doubleday Dell ·
Publishing Group, ln_
c. .

I
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Diversified Portfolios

What 1s a global investment bank's single most valuable asset? At
CS First Boston. it 1s clearly our employees. And they are the reason
we are a leading innovator in the investment bankmg community.
Our global team of professionals combines the unique strengths of
each employee to consistently and successfully develop innovative
products and services.
For more than 60 years - in areas including Investment
Banking, Public Finance, Sales and Trading, and
Research - the ideas of our employees have helped
shape the face of global finance.
As you consider your first career move, consider
CS First Boston. where opportunities for success are as
diverse as your interests.

-

j

ffi cs FIRST BOSTON

ABOVE
ii:13RIM

liitidW
I

111

I

Wesley
Snipes
·-··-·.. ·-·- - ~ :;:-.. -:.;...~: ..::-.::
"':. ~ ...,_.,_lllM_
-__.,,.~.....,i

lo .,., _ _ _ ,.w.._
.. ,..,,.,,.,,U'flffl(N.......,tl•~

..-.
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... ___,~.
_.,...
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LEAD
1.1:Al)ERSIIII' l~HJC/\TION /\ND l>l :Vl:I.Ol'Ml:NT l'ROGR/\M
IIOW/\lll) UNIVERSITY

ARTISTIC PEDIGREE
& NEW LINE CINEMA

Department of Poli lical Science

Invites You and a Guest
to see
ABOVE THE RIM
starring
Tupac Shal<ur
and Duane Martin

Dr. Walter D. Broadnax

For your Free pass call (301) 215-2389
while supplies last.

SuDscri tions, J~l LIJ-LJ~~ Stuaent s ecial 4.~~ for IL issues

Presents: Workshop VIII
Guest Speaker:

~

Deputy Secretary
U. S. Department of
Health & ll uman Services

Howard University
Blackburn Center Reading Lounge
Monday, March 21, 1994

6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
IJl:Vl:'1.01'/NG TOMOl/1/0W 'S J.l:'/\V/JIIS
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AU RlLCToPlcs are due, paid
in full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organiztions for meetings, seminars
or non-profit events are free for 10
words or less and $1 for every additional five words. Campus
announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals
advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every additional five words. Local companies are
charged $10 for the first 20 words
and $2 for every five words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the
first 10 words and $1 for every additional five words.
l'HE RILCI'OP WAN1's YOO!
Pick up applications for '94-'95
positions on the editorial and business staffs in the Office of Student
Activities in the Blackburn Center.

ANNOONCEMEN'lS
Free Geronimo jl Jaga {Pratt)
Now! Howard Spartacas Youth
Club Forum/ Video showing. FoxTV News series exposes FBI Frameup! Wednesday, March 23, 8pm.
Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room.
Attention: You can now pick up an
applicaiton if you're interested in
working with H.U.S.A. for the '94'95 school year. Applications can be
picked up in the Office of Student
Activities, Blackburn Center. Application are due no later than March
25, 1994 at 5:00 pm. Return completed applications to the Office of
Student Activities.
Undergraduate Student Assembly
proudly presents its Sprini: Black
Arts Festival - Awareness: The
Power of Soul. "It will start right
after Spring Break. April 3 - Call to
Chapel; April 4 - Mini Gospel Concert & Poetry Reading; April 5 Jazz Performance & Showtime at
Mecca (Turiety Show); April 6 WHBC 20th Anniversity Celebration Art Display, and R&B Concert;
April 7 - New Artist Expo & Fashion Show (with Caribbean Student
Association); April 8 - Yardfest, Call
to Mosque, and Cabaret; April 9 Spring Picnic on the Yard, Step
Show, and After Party; April 10 Gospel Concert IT WILL BE THE
BOMB BABY!!!
Models!!! Needed fur Mr. Loverman
project. Model call coming soon.
Med 'Jech Club Meeting, Monday,
March 21, 5
Rm 339. C/AHS
Attention: 'rDAY IS the last day to
pick up applications and sign up for
interviews for the 1994 Homecoming
Steering Committee. Without a
scheduled interview, all applications
will be invalid. The positions and
dates fur interviews are as follows:
Vice-Chairperson & Secretary
3.21.94; Public Realtions & Corporate
Solicitation Directors and Vending &
Volunteer Coordinators 3/22194; Program Coordinators 3/23/94. Pick up
applications and sign up fur interviews
fur the above mentioned positions in
the Student Activities Office in Blackburn Center, Suite 117. Re,-,,ember:
C~DLINE is TODAY, J\,1arch 18,
1994at5PM.
High 'lea & Conversation with Dr.
Portia H. Shields, Dean, School of
Education fur faculty, graduate students and friends hosted by Episcopal/Anglican Ministry; Tuesday,
March 22, 1994, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
School of Social Work Student
Lounge, Room 15
Free 'lax Services Beta Alpha Psi
sponsors Volunteer Income Tax Assis-

tJ'

lance (VITA) Saturdays, 1-4pm.
School of Business Rm. 418.
PHASE 3, l'l''s CUMING! APRIL
15TH
NOONDAY PRAYER
12 noon to 1 pm. Every Wednesday
and Friday Andrew Rankin Memoiral
Chapel
Witness exquisite poetry and jazz.
March 22 at 8 pm in Sutton's Lounge
NAACP General Body Meetmg,
Thurday, March 24, at 6:30pm Undergraduate Libarary Lecture Room.
Student Cluster General Meeung
March 23, 1994. 7 pm - 9 pm, Blackburn Rm. 142

'leach For America Meeting, March
23rd. School of Architecture. Room
236, 6:00 pm
Phi Alpha Mu, General Boday Meeting, Ari! 6, 1994 at 7;30 pm in Douglass Hall. Dues and programs will be
discussed.
SURF1SH AND Cffi'F'EE rs
COMING TO ARTISTIC PEDIGREE.
$IO/hour 'l!itoring/Group Leader.
Community Outreach. 806-7007
Seventh Day Adventist
Community at H.U. invites you to
Fellowship. Fridays 7pm. Little
Chapel Carnegie Bldg.
Easter Egg Hunt!! 1 '!'he Flonda dub
will sponsor a Easter Egg Hunt fur the
Day Care Center located in the
Human Ecology Building on Friday,
March 18 at 3:00 p.m. Please come
out and join us!
Muslim Friday Jumah Prayer
Every Friday in Blackburn Center,
l -2PM
Muslim Students ofH.U.
P.O. Box 404 H.U.
Washington, DC 20059
202-291-3790
Models!! Needed for Mr. Lovdrman
project. Model call coming soon.
Scholarships for Undergraduates in
the Behavioral Sciences (CORMARC Program). Tuition and
Stipend. Applications in the College
of Arts and Sciences, Locke Hall and
Psychology, Room 146 CB Powell.
Minimum requirements: 3.0 GPA and
Research interest.
Activities for Rankin Chapel

March 13. Rev. Benjamin Watts, Pastor. Shiloh Baptist Church - New London, Connecticut.
March
20. Dr. Manuel Scott, Pastor. St. John
Missionary Baptist Church - Dallas,
Texas.
March
27. Dr. Charyl Sanders, Associate
Professor of Ethics, Howard University, School of Divinity
April 3. Dr. James Massey,
Dean of the School of Theology,
Anderson University-Anderson, Indiana
April 10. Rev.
Leon Watts, Pastor, Jackson Memorial
A.M.E. Zion Church - Hempstead,
New York.
April 17. Dr.
Calvin Butts, Pastor, Payne Memorial
A.M.E. Church - Baltimore, Maryland.
April 24.
Dr. Vashti McKenzie, Pastor, Payne
Memorial A.M.E. Church - Baltimore, Maryland.
May 1.
Dr. Bernard W. Franklin, President,
Livingstone College - Salisbury, North
Carolina.
May 8. Dr.
Bernard Richardson, Dean of the
Chapel.
May 14.
Commencement.
Attention: All those interested in .
becoming involved in the community. The Black Dollar Days Committee needs volunteers to help plan for
the 1994 Black Dollar Days extravaganza. For more info please call
865-8253.
SUNNY BEACHES
189 R/T
CARRIB. OR MEXICO

EUROPE$169
Airhitch 1-800-326-2009
SKYDIVE VlRGINIA. Experience
your freefall fantasy! Special Howard
U. discount. For brochure and details.
Call (703) 289-6285 or (703) 9428988.
'loasttnasters has moved to Room
142 in Blackburn on Thursdays at
6:00 p.m. For more infurmation call
(202) 328-3109.
Attention Arts & Sciences Students
All sophomores and juniors in the college of arts and sciences who have not
compelled a scheme of graduation
requirements must officially declare
their major by doing a scheme. Delay
in comepleting the scheme may result ·
in a delay in completing your registration which begins on April 4, 1994.
Contact your advisor in the educational advisory center, between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m. Mondays through Fridays from
Feb. 21 through March 18, 1994.
POWER F'OR LIVING Interactive
Bible Study and Fellowship every
Tuesday 6:00pm. Sponsored by Azusa
C,ampus Ministries/Church of God in
Christ. The Fire Yet Burns.
All international Students in need of
financial assistance, apply for the
HUSA Int'! Scholarship. For more
infu. leave a message for Marilyn or
Regine.
Volunteers needed tor H.0.s.A. Community Outreach Programs. For more
infu. call 806-5572.
H. U.S.A. needs volunteers for the
Environmental Task Force. For more
infu. call 806-5572.
Music Student needed to write lead
sheets using Midi and Music notation
software. Must have a keen ear fur
melody and chord construction. Paid
per song or per hour. Call Mr. Dawson at (202) 882-1447.
Psi Sigma Pi sponsors the First
Annual Greek Hoop Fest (Kappas,
Alphas, Omegas and more) Saturday ,
March 19th. Burr Gymnasium. Registration begins at 11 :00 a.m. Admission: 50 cents or canned food. All are
welcome to attend.
HOWARD GOSPEL CHOIR
25TH YEAR REUNION
Saturday, April 16, 1994
7:30 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium
6th
& Fairmont Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
For Further lnrormation:
(202) 462-3655-William Brawer
(30 I) 593-I 704-Jeftery Waddy
"PHOBIA" - 'l'he Fashion
Event of the Season - Will be
held on March 23, 1994 in
Cramton Auditorium. This will
be a show that you will not want
miss.
SERVICES
HOwARD UNlvERSl'l'Y CREDITS can be used toward Home Study
R.N. If you have 30 to 4() credits
including Anatomy and Physiology
and Microbiology, you only need 33
more cedits towards your R.N. earns
as much as $25 to $30 an hour and up.
Complete any graduate school, even
medical school by working part-tirue
flexible shifts as an R.N. Send $50
M.O. for complete INFO REPORT to:
DR.

SYDNEY
P.O. BOX805
LENOX HJLL SlATION
NEW YORK, NY 10021
AA Cruise & Travel employment
guide. Earn Big$$$ + travel the
world ror free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry! Busy
Spring/Summer seasons approaching.
Guaranteed success! Call (919) 9294398 ext C242.
Students- Faculty -Staff
Top Prices
Paid fur used and unwanted text
books with resale value.
Taj Book Service
(202) 722-0701
GREEN CARD: 'n legal ways to
get one. For INFO REPORT, Send
$50 M.O. to:
DR.SYDNEY
P.O. BOX805
LENOX HILL SlATION
NEW YORK, NY 10021
'IJ\x PREPARA'l10N- Personalized professional and reliable service.
Student and senior citizen discounts.
Call now befure the RUSH. Quick
Tax. (202)462-5106.
Braids By Michelle. Specializmg 1n
cornrows, individuals, twists, goddess
braids, lacing at affurdable prices.
Please call fur your appointment (202)
265-8697.
VCR Service
Free Estimates, Pickup-Delivery
All work guaranteed
Call John at (202) 882-5845 or (202)
234-0840.
Need a vacation'!! Stressed out form
School?! Kiss those blues good-bye
with an end of the year trip to Jamaica.
Only $600.00 for I week of fun in the
sun! Airfare and hotel accomadations
included! "Come to Jamaica" is sponsored by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. For more
inrormation call (202) 667-2086.
Are You ready fur Spring Break?
Plan that trip to AJLANIA. ! Official
Ga Club Bus Trip. Leaving Crampton, March 25 at 6:00pm. $85 nonpaid
members, $80 paid members. For
more infurmation, Call Jaszi -

(301)248-5939, Shona 865-8237
HAIR mm HAIR HAIR HAIR
Dare to be in there ror the fiercest
styles in all DC. Specials Salon FX
Shampoo & Blow Dry ....$25
Touch up (specify) ....... $45
Shampoo & Cut ......... $35
Sedric Lanord (202)328-3939
Have you read your Horoscope
today?? HOROSCOPE, What is in
the stars for you? Call 1-900-7726376 ext 181 $2.99 per min./2 min.
call. Must be 18 yrs. or older. Updated
daily ,Infuservice, Los Angeles, CA,
213-993-3366. IP is not a licensed
professional in this field.
Dates Unlimited, looking tor a
mate? or just a date. Any area code, all
lifestyles, Here's the bait! Call 1-900263-5500 ext 236 $3.98/min. Must be
18
A' l'EN'l10N, bus trip to King's
Dominion, Saturday, April 16th.
$40.00 - includes round-trip ticket,
ticket into park, and continental breakfast on bus. For more info. Call:
(202)865-2493
Have you seen your soaps today??
Current, up to date Soap Opera summaries. Call 1-900-226-0906 ext 197.
$1.98 per min/2 min. call. Must be 18
or older. Touchtone telephone
required, updated daily, inroservice,
Los Angeles, Ca 213-993-3399. IP is
not a licensed professional in this field.
HELP WAN'l'ED
Mkij/Adv - Promote & represent
AT&T on campus fur semester. Excellent compensation. Call Lisa at 800592-2121 xl34.
Paid internships! Uruon of Concerned Scientists--work on energy,
arms control, environment, or media
issues. App. deadline fur summer:
April 1. Call 332-0900 for application.
Miss Metropolitan D.C. Scholarship Pageant, Inc. is currently accepting applications fur our July 22, 1994
Pageant. Contestants must be single
and a (i) resident of or attend school in
the District of Columbia, Maryland or
Virginia; (ii) between the ages of 17
and 26 as of Pageant Night; (iii) either
in high school or college in good
standing; and (iv) submit a completed
application with accompanying entry
lee and photograph. (Proof of age and
academic standing required.) Please
contact Kayretha Sterling (301/6307345), Vee Davis (2021575-4699) or
Eva Aiken (202/939-8060) or write to
us at the following address: Miss
Metropolitian D.C. Scholarship
Pageant, Inc.
P.O. Box 62345
Washington, D.C. 20029-2345
Office worker needed for the New
Amsterdam Apartments. Must be
able to effectively collect rent due.
Please call today at (202) 265-5359.
Ask for Cynthia Washington. Must be
able to work mornings until the afternoon.
'l'he On-Site Inspection Agency is
seeking persons interested in temporary employment for the summer. For
additional information/ application
please call (703) 742-4475 /4583
Important Notice: Excepnonal
Opportunity to earn money. Earn $300
- $600 per week part-time. Earn $700
- $1200 per week full-time (comm.)
Contact: Arnold M. Jolievet II - (202)
965-9132.
Wolf 'trap Foundation Drivers - Summer positions available at at Wolf
Trap. Must be 18 years or older and
have a good driving record. Familiarity with D.C./No. VA/MD helpful.
Variety of responsibilities. Call (703)
255-1902 for inro/interview.
Wolf"ll-ap Foundation HospitalitySummer position available at Wolf
Trap. Duties include grocery shopping, arranging food and beverages for
perfurmers' meals and dressing
rooms. No cooking involved. Must
be 21 years or older. Call (703) 2551902 for infu/interview.
Wou@you like $1,oOO.oo for fuur (4)
hrs of your time. To learn how to earn
extra money with no selling/taliking.
Recorded information 24 hour hotline.
(202) 686-477 ext 357
Riders wanted tor round-trip Washington - Tampa/St. Petersburg, March
26 - April 4. Leave name, number at
202-546-5135
CRUISE SH!Ps AIRING - Earn
up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. Summer &
Full-Time employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. Call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5302.
Students - Check Out 'I hese Super
Specials: Sylvia's Hair Designs, 3103
Georgia Ave Nw, Washington, DC
20010.

rrs.

Perms ............................ $35.00 & up
Touch Perms ................ $25.00 & up
Shampoo & Set. ........... $20.00 & up
Shampoo &Blow Dry..$20.00 & up
Roding.......................... $20.00 & up
Hours : Tuesday Only
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Salon: (202) 726-1537

Please call in advance for your
appointment and ask/or Ms. Smith
Models!! Needed fur Mr. Loverman
pro~ct. Model call coming soon.
ational Park Summer Jobs Over 25,000 openings! (including
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Denefits

March 18, 1994

+ bonuses! Apply now for best posihardwood floors, laundry room.
tions. Call 1-206-545-4804 ext. N5302 FREE UTILITIES. $200 sec. deposit.
Earn $500- $JO()() weekly stuffing
$475.00-$495.00. (202)462-5106.
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
Condominium For Rent
with SASE to:
Ledroit Park/Howard University
GROUP FIVE
2 Bedroom. fully furnished, wall to
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
wall carpet, washer/dryer, deck,
Dover, DE 19901
secured entry with intercom system,
'littor-Counselors are needed fur a six
air conditioning, $825.00 plus electric.
week summer on campus residential
Available May I, 1994. Call Mrs.
academic enrichment program.
Powell at (703) 914-3326.
Profieciency required in English, math
Renvted Row Hse: 5 Bdrms, 2 1/2
or science. Sophomore or higher clas- bth, fucd yd, Hdwd fir, forml dinsification with at least 2.0 GPA needingrm. l 1l 4 Momoe St. NW $1485
ed. Salary: $1,500.00 plus room and
(301) 261-0725
board. Applications avaliable from
PERSONALS
Upward Bound Office, Rm. B-10
Do my words hit as hard as my fist?
Carnegie Building.
'16 Demetra, Melanie, and 'lene,
Important Nonce: Exceptional
Thanx so much for all your help on
Opportunity to earn money. Earn
Saturday! You guys made it all hap$300 - $600 per week part-time. Earn ~n. Thanx ! Delicia
$700 - $1200 per week full-time
hawn, Let's stop fuss1ng. I !ove O so
(comm.) Contact: Arnold M. Jolievet muchPookie
II. (202) 965-9132.
Models!!! Needed for Mr. Loverman
NOW HIRING! illEGOARDs &
project. Model call coming soon!
AREA SUPERVISORS Needed.
Happy !st Anniversary to the ChilAmerican Pool Services - We train!
dren of Horus, I love you sands. Prirue
Pools near you! $100 scholarship
MinisterV
available! (301) 419 - 0444.
Define rape.
Keyboard/Pianist fur church, must be
Nild and Ki - Here's your Hilltop1c!
capable of reading music, playing by
Are you satisfied? I miss y'all, but
ear and teaching voice. Salary negoIHOP's is only a couple of weeks
tiable. Call (202)722-2224
away! 'Toe Stranger" P.S. Tell Ros I
FORSALE
said "Wuzzup"!
DISCOON'l' FURNI'l'URE: Living
'16 "DJ Jermaine" 'l'hanx for keepin
room & Dining room sets, Sofa beds
everyone in the groove on Saturday!
from $99.00; Twin Beds $60.00; Full
Thanx! Delicia
$75.00; Desks from $40.00; Dressers
Hasma Harvey: Have a Happy 20th
from $25.00; ALso Tables, Files,
Birthday weekend! Be safe, have fun
more. Delivery and Phone orders
and remember, I'm always just a
available. Friendly Furniture Co.
phone call away! Helen's niece.
301-699-1778.
Should love leave you with a black
F'ORREN'l'
e~?
AP'l'S: I br, + loft, all new, bright,
, 'thanks tor the words of encoursecure. 3 blocks Howard and metro. . agement! Your roomate (aka Missing
WID, AC. $575 and up. (30 I)320-9021 in Action). P.S. Stop drinking so much
Wanted: College student to share 2 and get to class!
bedroom apartment with older woman.
'lhe stars come out at night, Meet
$25/week, use of kitchen, etc. Call 202- Dark Nova!
667-9311 (leave message: name & #,
'I he Rock, athe duce", ·'the worriar,"
time to return call.)
Armageddon, "DARK NOVA! 1" O.J.
Need a place to stay this summer?
Antanes, the battle has been won! Da
Want to be blocks from campus? Want Woodcracker
a ful1 kitchen, dining room, living room
Dnoces, Show 'em what the Deuce
plus your own private room with park- does ... 2nd to none.
ing available? All this can be yours for
Scooney My Brothers, Scooney!
less than $300 a month-plus util. Two D.A.P. II
rooms available after graduation. Call
In the end, there were only 4 shining
immediately: (202) 462-6319 or 797- stars Polaris, Dnoces, Antaries, and
7140.
Alkaid. Congrddulations I Da PerculaAvailable now I Large sunny second
tor A.K.A. D.A.P II
floor room blocks away from campus,
'!ell me, l'll Forget!
spacious closets, washer/dryer, dish
Show me, I'll remember!!
washer, wall to wall carpet all this for
Involve me, I'll learn!!!
$370 plus util.; 1925 Fourth St. Call
DARK NOVA MUST LEARN!!!!
(301) 229-2485 NOW.
Ankaid, the time to mourn is over it
Renovtd Row Hse: 5 Bdrms, 21/2
is time to stand and be counted. 2 P/R
bth, fucd yd, Hdwd fir, rorml din92FA
ingrm. 1114 Monroe St. NW $1485
Polaris, Let your light shine for all to
(30 I) 26 I-0725
see... Wanior Scholar
Fairmont St. - 'l'HREE (3) furnished
PERF'EC'l10N! I he only acceptrooms in house 1/2 block to campus.
able standard! Congratulations, brothEach room has carpet, air conditioner,
er of S6ring 1994. Scooney
keyed locks. Den, Kitchen,
A stee bar. A lot of steam and
washer/dryer. Utilities paid. Sucurity
sweat Somebody was sooooooo
deposit. Shen by appointment . Call
good on Monday...
Mrs. Thomas 301-464-293 I.
Alicia Grady, Have a Happy 19th
1460 Euclid St. NW I-BR, $450.00. Birthday, but remmber your still a
667-1067. 3228 Hiatt PL, NW. 2-BR
youtf.sta.
Love, fiour sis.
$500.00-$700.00, 234-2653. Land16 e youngster 1n t e family:
Alicia Grady, Have a Happy B-Day
lord, (301) 571-1998.
Luva;ou, your cuz.
Females: Furnished rooms 1n house
To e 'lazmanlan Devil:
with modern kitchen, washer and
I'm ready fur Aladdin and whatever
dryer, den with cable color TV. Each
else whenever your ready.
room has wall to wall carpet, air conA Tease
ditioning, walk-in closet, and a private
From the L.A./Conn Crew:
phone line. Three blocks from camHappY 21st Birthday, Corlette. This
is gomg to be weekend to remember.
pus. Contact: Mr. Waddel at (202)
Love-US!
265-5359.
'l\vo bedrooms avaiable for immeBroilias: Are you packin' (a pistol)?
diate occupancy located 1 block
Sistas: Are you sprayin' (mace)?
from campus. Fully furnished w/w
Then the lempo Section wants to hear
carpet, ceiling funs excellent opporfrom you fur an upcoming story on stutunity for maure students. $ 275 &
dents and weapons! Contacl Derricke at
806-6866
$285 per month Call (301) 350To Sharonda Staiks. You take die pho8358.
WAN'l'ED: Female to share rebuilt tos-you answer the phones-you lay-out
the pages-what's next? Happy Birthday,
2 Br. apt 1st month's rent $100.00,
The Hilltoffi Loves You
me, S.T).
depoist required. 2 blocks from
Larry's e best. Ah
hhh ....
Medical/Dental schools, central air
conditioning, wall to wall carpet,
good security, furnished. Call 202723-4646 anytime, available immediately.
'l\vo rooms available in E-Livs fabulous brick house. Two floors, all brick
1994 FALL MARKETING
wall, skylight: Top bedroom has its
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
own den, bottom bedroom has wall to
Al&T is seeking ambitious, sale!Hlriented
wall carpet, its own bathroom and
students to participate in our 7-day onnicely remodeled floor. Everything
campus marketing program selling
shared evenly. Close to HU. You've
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
got to see it! Fat! Call (202) 424bonuses. Must be available 1 - 2 weeks
9808 or 387-ELIV.
prior to the start of classes. We need:
Rooms: Newly renovated building
AT&T STUDENT
wall to wall carpet, good security.
CAMPUS MANAGER
Rents start at $295.00 including heat
To be responsible for overall event impleand hot water. Call 723-4242, anymentation, daily management & training
time.
of student group. Requires strong leadership ability. Prior management/salesRoom fur rent: Harvard & Georgia
related experience a plus. Must be
Ave.area. Extra large room. House
available to attend National Training on
partially remodeled. Washer/Dryer.
August 3- 5, 1994.
Microwave, quiet, convienient.
AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
$325.00 deposit $100.00 Includes utilCAMPUS MANAGER
ities. Call (301) 445-7573.
To manage a group of students on a daily
Northwest Howard University: 3
basis and assist with overall event implementation. Sales/leadership experience
bedroom IB's, fireplace, ww, wd, cac,
a plus.
basement, microwave, deck, yard,
AT&T STUDENT REP/
parking, sec. dep. $795.00 - $1070.00
CAMPUS GROUP
+ . (202) 462-5106
To act as our on-campus representaNorthwest: 2 bedroom renovated
tives. Must be outgoing and sales
aparttnent, ww, bar, metro, convenient
oriented. To find out more about these
to Howard U. $625.00 +. (202) 462great opportunities, call 1 BOO 592-2121,
ext. 356. Or send resume to CD!,
5106.
AT&T Recruitment, 1500 Walnut Street,
Northwest Brookland: Spacious I
19th fl., Philadelphia, PA 19102, or fax:
bedroom apartment, conven. to
215 732-1840.
Howard U and metro, ceiling fans,
Equal Opportunity Employer

hfihhhh

PutATl,'Ton
your resume ·
before you graduate

